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Chapter 8

Bayes Analyze

The Bayes Analyze package analyzes one dimensional and one dimensional arrayed free inductions decays (Fid) using Bayesian probability theory [1]. The package is an implementation of the procedures described in [4, 5, 6, 2, 8]. These articles and books describe in detail the types of calculations that must be done using probability theory to detect the presence of resonances, estimate the associated parameters, and determine the number of resonances. For a tutorial on parameter estimation see Chapter 4 or reference [3]. For a tutorial on model selection see reference [11] and for a full exposition of the Bayesian Probability theory see references [32, 31]. Last, for a comparison of Bayesian and Fourier techniques for frequency estimation see reference [34, 45].

The interface to the Bayes Analyze package is shown in Fig. 8.1. The package specific widgets in the top portion of this interface have been shifted to the right. Consequently, the submit job and the server widgets are not shown. To use the Bayes Analyze package, you must do the following:

Select the Bayes Analyze package from the Package menu.

Load a spectroscopic Fid using the Files menu.

Check the various package specific widgets to make sure the default settings are correct. When the Bayes Analysis interface starts, the widgets on the interface are initialized using a set of defaults. These defaults automatically indicate that there is a first point problem, that a maximum of 10 resonances can be found on each run, that a correlated phase model is assumed, that all Fids should be analyzed jointly, that the entire Fid should be analyzed and finally that only singlets should be estimated.

Select the server that is to process the analysis.

Check the status of the selected server to determine if the server is busy, change to another server if the selected server is busy.

Run the analysis on the selected server by activating the Run button.

Get the results of the analysis by activating the Get Job button. If the analysis is running, this button will return the Accepted report containing the status of the current run. Otherwise, it will fetch and display the results from the current analysis.
Figure 8.1: This window is used to control the execution of Bayes Analyze. On this window you may load Fids using the Files Menu, set all necessary Bayes Analyze parameters, mark multiplets, run the analysis, etc. Finally, after running the analysis, by switching to the Fid Model Viewer you can generate and view models of the loaded Fid.
Unlike some of the other packages, Bayes Analyze has a number of package specific widgets. The reason for this is simply that Bayes Analyze is a searching routine and does not make use of Markov chain Monte Carlo. Additionally, Bayes Analyze has a number of different ways that it can model data and defining these models increases the complexity of the interface. Here we give a brief descriptions of the package specific widgets. We will divide this description into sections one section for each grouping of buttons in the interface. There are seven such groupings: Constant Models, Settings, Set Traces, Set Signal/Noise, Mark Resonances, Remove Resonances and Save/Reset. We begin by describing the constant models:

**Constant Models** NMR FID data often contain constant offsets. This is especially true when the time domain FID data are not acquired using phase cycling. Regardless of the cause of the constants, in order to analyze the FID data these offsets must be accounted for in the model. Here is a brief description of the offsets implemented in Bayes Analyze:

- **First Point** is a model of the first complex data value in the Fid. This model is included by defaulted, because the first point in an Fid is often misplaced and on some spectrometers, intentionally misplaced. The first point model allows Bayes Analyze to take into account this possibly misplaced data value.

- **Real Offset** indicates that there is a constant offset in the real channel. The default is off, and checking this box causes the real offset model to be included.

- **Imag Offset** indicates that there is a constant offset in the imaginary channel. The default is off, and checking this box causes the imaginary offset model to be included.

**Settings** allow the users to set some optional features of the model and the search:

- **Shim. Order** allows the user to specify the shimming model used in Bayes Analyze. Loosely, the shimming model expands the line-shape of each resonance in a super position of Lorentzian’s. The shimming order allows the user to set the number of Lorentzian’s used. The number of Lorentzian’s is forced to be odd and the valid entries are none, 1, 3, 5 and 7, where 1 is no shimming model, i.e., the lineshape is pure Lorentzian, 3 allows for lineshapes that have a single bulge on one or both sides of the line, and 5 and 7 allows for very badly shimmed lines.

- **Max New Res** is the maximum number of resonances that can be added to the resonance model the next time Bayes Analyze is run. The default value is 10, but any number greater than zero can be entered.

- **Phase** allows the user to specify the phase of the resonance model. There are two choices, one in which the phase of each resonance is linearly related to the phase of all other resonances. This phase model is called "CP" for correlated phase. In the correlated phase model, there are two phase parameters, a zero and first order phase. The other phase model is called "UP" for uncorrelated phase. In the uncorrelated phase model, each resonance has its own phase parameter. When marking resonances, the “Phase” widgets indicates the phase model of the marked resonances, i.e., when the phase model is uncorrelated a marked resonance has its own phase. Similarly, when the phase model is correlated phase, marked resonances have shared zero and first order phase parameters. Both correlated and uncorrelated phase resonance can be marked in the same analysis.
**Set Traces** is an area consisting of three buttons that allows the user to specify how the arrayed Fid data is to be processed.

**From** tells Bayes Analyze to start analyzing the Fid data using Fid number “From”. For example, if there are 10 Fids and you set “From” to 3, then the first Fid to be process is number 3.

**To** tells Bayes Analyze that the last Fid number to analyze is “To”. If “To” is less than the total number of Fid data, then Fids numbers greater than “To” are not analyzed. Continuing the example started in the previous item, if “To” is set to 7, then Fido’s 8 through 10 would not be processed; but Fido’s 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 would be.

**By** tells Bayes Analyze to process the Fids in blocks of Fids of size “By”. If “By” is not an integer divisor of the total number of traces in the Fid, then the last block of traces processed by Bayes Analyze will have fewer than “By” Fids. So if “From” is 3, “To” is 7 and if “By” is 2, then Bayes Analyze will process Fido’s 3, 4 and 5 together in the first analysis. These outputs files will have a 0003 suffix. It will then process 6 and 7 together and these outputs will be written into output files having a suffix of 0005. Finally, Fid 8 will be processed separately and the outputs from this analysis will have output files suffixed with 0007.

**Set Signal/Noise** is an area used to define both signal and noise regions in the Fid. A signal region is used by Bayes Analyze to speed up the analysis by essentially telling Bayes Analyze to only analyze the signal region. A Noise region is used by the interface to estimate the noise standard deviation in the data and there by increase Bayes Analyze’s sensitive to small resonances.

**Signal** tells Bayes Analyze to analyze the Fids using the data from the first point up to the data value entered in the “Signal” box. You can set this value by simply typing in the text entry box or you can place a single cursor on the Fid data and then activate the Signal button. Activating the signal button will set the text field to the number of the current data value.

**Noise** is used to set a noise region. The noise region is defined to that part of the Fid starting with “Noise” up to the end of the Fid. This region is used by the interface to calculate the estimated standard deviation of the noise. These values are written in to a file named bayes.noise located in Bayes/WorkDir/BayesAnalyzeFiles/bayes.noise where WorkDir must be replaced by the name of your current WorkDir. Bayes Analyze uses these noise standard deviations to assign a Gaussian likelihood rather than a Student’s t-distribution. You can set the noise region by simply typing in the noise entry box, or you can position a single cursor at the location you wish the noise region to start. Activating the noise button will set the entry box.

**Mark Resonance** is an area used to mark resonances. These resonances may be singlets, spin a half multiplets, or multiplets of multiplets.

**Primary** allows you to set the order of the primary multiplet. The primary multiplet is the multiplet having the largest J-coupling constant. The current value of the primary spinner is use to set the primary multiplet order.
Secondary allows you to set the order of a secondary multiplet. A secondary multiplet is the multiplet, in a multiplet of multiplets, that has the smallest \( J \)-coupling constant. For example, a triplet of doublets might have a primary coupling constant of 10 Hertz, and the secondary coupling constant could be from 1 to something less than 10 Hertz.

**New** tells the interface you are about to mark resonance. Based on the Primary and Secondary settings, the interface will display a message that indicates what must be marked and in what order. For example, if the primary coupling is 2, the secondary is 3 and you hit the “New” button:

Mark center. Mark primary \( J \)-coupling. Mark secondary \( J \)-coupling.

will be displayed and you must first mark the center of the multiplet. Second, you must mark the primary \( J \)-coupling constant. The primary coupling constant is the largest coupling constant in the multiplet. Third, you must mark the secondary \( J \)-coupling constant. The secondary \( J \)-coupling constant is the smallest coupling constant in the multiplet. In order for marking a multiple of multiplets to be successful, you must mark all three of these items in the specified order.

**Mark** tells the interface to use the current cursor position(s) for the item currently being marked. When marking coupling constants a double cursor must be used. However, a double or single cursor can be used to mark the center of a multiplet. If a double cursor is used, the multiplet center is assumed to be the average value of the two cursors. This is very useful when marking even numbered multiplets because there is no resonance at the center of things like doublets, and quartets.

**Remove Resonances** is an area used to remove resonances. You can remove individual resonances or you can remove all resonances from the current model.

**Remove** will remove the resonance number displayed in the entry box from the current model.

**Remove All** will remove all of the resonances in the current model.

**Restore** will restore a previously delete resonance provided the interface still has the resonance from the current model in memory.

**Save/Reset** is an area used copy an analysis back to the original Fid directory, or it can reset the analysis back to its default settings.

**Save** will copy the Bayes Analyze files from the current analysis back to the Fid directory that is current loaded. If this Fid directory contains Bayes Analyze files they are overwritten by the new analysis.

**Reset** will reset all of the parameters to their default values.

### 8.1 Bayes Model

After Bayes Analyze has been run, the output from the analysis can be used to generate a model of the time domain Fid data. This model is displayed in a special Fid Model Viewer, shown in Fig. 8.2, the bottom three quarters of the figure. To generate a Fid Model one first activated the Fid Model Viewer, and then use the “Build BA Model of FID #” button to build the model. When this button
Figure 8.2: After the Bayes Analysis program has been run, the Fid Model Viewer can be used to view the results of the analysis in a graphically. Here we show the region around the quartet. This result was generated from an automatic analysis of this data. In the region shown there are a total of 4 model resonances and we have overlaid the spectrum of the time domain Fid model. This overlaid data matches the spectrum so well that the data and the model are almost indistinguishable. The other four resonances on this data are the four model components in this region. Note that because this is a time domain model, it even models the Gibbs ringing artifacts, sometimes referred to as sinc wiggles.
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is activated the appropriate Fid data, and the estimated Fid parameters are sent to the server. The server unpacks the data and runs a job to build the model. During this time, the interface waits for the job to complete. When completed, the job is fetched, the model Fid is Fourier Transformed, and displayed using the Fid Model Viewer. The displayed plot in Fig. 8.2 is called a Horizontal display or plot. Here we shown the spectrum of the Ethyl Ether Fid model in the region of the quartet. This result was generated from an automatic run of Bayes Analyze using this Ethyl Ether data. In the region shown there are a total of 4 model resonances. The Horizontal plot overlays the spectrum of the time domain Fid data and the spectrum of the time domain model. This overlaid spectrum matches the spectrum so well that the data and the model are almost indistinguishable. If you look closely in the valleys between resonances, you can see a few small differences. In addition to displaying the spectrum of the data and the model, the spectrum of the individual resonances in the model are also displayed. These are the other resonances on this plot. Note that because this is a time domain model, it even models the Gibbs ringing artifacts, sometimes referred to as sinc wiggles.

8.2 The Bayes Analyze Model Equation

To apply probability theory as logic, one always computes the probability for some hypothesis given what one knows. In NMR one knows a great deal about the types of signals that can appear in the detector. For free induction decays, the signals are sinusoids that decay in time. In NMR if a sample loses half of its magnetization in one second, then in the second second it will loose half of its magnetization. Thus, the decay of the signal will be exponential. In the frequency domain, exponentials decay have a Lorentzian lineshape. In the time domain, the equation that relates an exponentially decaying sinusoidal signal to the data is given by

$$d_{R_i} = \sum_{j=1}^{m} B_j \cos(\omega_j t_i + \theta_j) e^{-\alpha_j t_i} + n_R(t_i)$$  (8.1)

for the real channel, where $d_{R_i}$ is the $i$th data value sampled at time $t_i$, $\omega_j$ is the resonance frequency for the $j$th resonance, $\alpha_j$ is its associated exponential decay rate constants, $B_j$ is the resonance amplitude, $\theta_j$ is the phase of the resonance, $m$ is the number of resonances, and $n_R(t_i)$ is the error or noise in the data. The imaginary channel is 90° phase shifted, and so the sinusoids are given by:

$$d_{I_i} = -\sum_{j=1}^{m} B_j \sin(\omega_j t_i + \theta_j) e^{-\alpha_j t_i} + n_I(t_i)$$  (8.2)

where $n_I(t_i)$ are the errors or noise in the imaginary channel. Note, that the frequency $\omega_j$ does not have a factor of $2\pi$ in it and internally the program that implements this package uses dimensionless times: consequently, $t_i \in \{0, 1, 2, \ldots, N - 1\}$, that is to say, $t_i$ is a simple integer. In these units the frequencies and decay rate constants have units of radians. In this package when the user marks a frequency in Hertz, or PPM, the package converts the frequency into radians. This conversion to Hertz is given by:

$$\omega_j = \frac{(f_j + f_r)2\pi\Delta t}{N}$$  (8.3)

where $\omega_j$ is the internal frequency in radians, $f_j$ is the frequency in Hertz, $f_r$ is the reference frequency in Hertz, $\Delta t$ is the time interval between data values in seconds, and $N$ is the total
number of complex data values acquired in the free induction decay. Similarly, the decay rates $\alpha_j$ are also in radians. The conversion of the decay rates to these internal units is given by:

$$\alpha_j = \frac{\beta_j \pi \Delta t}{N}$$  (8.4)

where $\beta_j$ is the full width at half-maximum of the resonance in the absorption spectrum. Note that there are two differences between the frequency and decay rate conversions: we don’t reference decay rates and there is no factor of $2$.

Equations (8.1 and 8.2) are the conventions used by Varian/Agilent and Siemens spectrometers. Bruker spectrometers use different conventions. The different conventions come about because the data are very high frequency and must be mixed down to a set of difference frequencies that can be properly digitized. In the process of mixing down, the reference sines and cosines may have either positive or negative frequencies, and the two channel could correspond to either a cosine or sine mixing. Consequently, there are four different sets of model equations corresponding to different sign conventions. These different sign conventions can effectively aliases either the positive or negative frequencies in the spectrum depending on which convention is used. Additionally, some NMR spectrometers use only a single digitizer and collect the real and imaginary channels at different times. This time difference is not accounted for in Eqs. (8.1 and 8.2). Varian/Agilent and Siemens use a cosine and minus sine combination as shown in Eqs. (8.1 and 8.2). Bruker, uses a different convention and because of this Bruker spectroscopic data cannot be correctly processed by the Bayes Analyze package. At least at the present time the “File/Load Spectroscopic Fid” menu does not load Bruker spectroscopic data. If one wished to analyze such data, an Ascii Model could be written using the proper sine and cosine conventions and then run using either the Enter Ascii Model package or the Enter Ascii Model Selection package. However, because these packages read Ascii data, the Bruker data would have to be converted to an appropriate Ascii file.

Model Eqs. (8.1 and 8.2) leave out a great deal of what is often known about the NMR signal. For example, these equations ignore constant offsets, baseline artifacts, multiplets, multiplets of multiplets, linear phase errors in the frequency domain, and non-Lorentzian lineshapes. In spite of this, a program that implemented this complex model would still be useful, because this model would allow for the estimation of frequencies, amplitudes, phases, decay rate constants, and the number of resonances in most NMR free induction decays.

The actual model signal used in the Bayes Analyze package is more sophisticated than Eqs.(8.1 and 8.2). For example, the way Eqs. (8.1 and 8.2) were written implies that the phase of the sinusoids is different for each resonance and this is not necessarily true. Indeed the model used by the Bayes Analyze package allows the user to specify whether the phases of the resonances are the same (“correlated”) or different (“uncorrelated”). If the resonances are correlated the model includes a common “zero order” phase and a linear frequency-dependent “first order” phase shift. These two parameters are in exact analogue of the left and right phase parameters that VnmrJ uses. Additionally, the model includes spin $\frac{1}{2}$ “AX” multiplets and multiplets of multiplets. If these modifications were the only additional prior information built into the model, the model would be considerably more sophisticated than Eqs. (8.1 and 8.2) would indicate. However, the actual model in use also takes into account two other types of information.

The first type of additional information is that there may be a constant offset in the data. No amplifier is perfect and, as a result, NMR free induction decays often have constant offsets. This is particularly true if phase cycling is not used. If these offsets are not accounted for in the model, they would introduce artifacts into the analysis. Three different types of constant models are allowed:
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a first point model, a constant in the real channel and a constant in the imaginary channel. The first point model is just what its name implies: it is a model of the first time-domain point in the data. In essence this model assumes that the first time-domain data value is not correct. The types of things that could cause the first point to be off are the presence of “probe or filter ringing” or an extremely rapidly decaying sinusoid in the data. Including the first point model is the default and you must uncheck the “Constant Models/First Point” to turn this model off. The second and third constant models are a constant offsets in the real and imaginary channel. These offset models are different from the first point. The first point model is a constant that extends only one point in time, while the offset models extends all the way through the acquisition. The use of these constant models is selected by the user by toggling the “Constant Models/Real Offset.” These three constant models may be used either separately or in any combination.

The second type of additional information that was incorporated into the model equation was that the lineshapes are not pure Lorentzian. One of the problems that had to be faced early in the development of this package was what decay model to use. In the development of the Bayes Analyze package various models of the decay were postulated and probability theory was used to test these models against the Lorentzian model. It was found that no simple models of the physics were better than the Lorentzian model. To give just a few examples of the model tested, we tested Gaussian, Lorentzian plus Gaussian, linear drifts in the $H_0$ field (which imply a $J_0$ Bessel function corrections to the decay), Taylor expansions of the lineshape, multi-exponential decay, and a host of others. With one exception, none of these models worked better than Lorentzian.

The model finally implemented in the Bayes Analyze program takes into account one simple observation: badly shimmed resonances in the frequency domain look like a superposition of several frequencies. Indeed this is precisely what a shimming artifacts is. If the magnetic field is not homogeneous then different parts of the sample have different resonance frequencies. The model implemented in Bayes Analyze treats each resonance in the frequency domain as superposition of Lorentzian’s. The Lorentzian’s are equally spaced and, for reasons that will become apparent, the order of the expansion is always odd. The amplitude of each Lorentzian is chosen so that the lineshape of the modeled resonances match the common lineshape of the spectrum. The total relative amplitude of the Lorentzian’s sums to one, so that the amplitude of the modeled resonance retains its normal meaning. The default model used in Bayes Analyze is no shimming. That is to say the lineshapes are not expanded in a super position of Lorentzian’s. To select the shimming model, one must activate the “Settings/Shim Order” and select the expansion order that is to be used. Bayes Analyze does not automatically select this setting.

We are now in a position to state the model that describes a resonance in the Bayes Analyze package. Note that this is just the resonance portion of the model, it does not include the constants. In the Bayes Analyze package, a resonance is any group of related frequencies that are treated as a single unit by the package. Thus, a singlet, a multiplet, and a multiplet of multiplets are all examples of resonances even though the Fourier transform of some of these resonances could have multiple peaks. With this terminology out of the way, the model for a resonance in the Bayes Analyze package is given by

$$M_{Rl}(t) = \sum_{j=1}^{p} \sum_{k=1}^{s} \sum_{h=1}^{o} P_j S_k R_h \cos(\omega_{hjk}t + t_0) + \phi_l)e^{-\alpha_l t}$$ (8.5)
is the model of the $l$th resonance in the imaginary channel, where $\alpha_l$ is the decay rate constant of the resonance, the frequencies, $\omega_{hjkl}$, the three relative amplitudes, $P_j$, $S_k$, $R_h$, and the multiplet orders, $p$, $s$ and $o$, are defined shortly. The time delay, $t_0$, is a first order phase correction and is only present in correlated resonances. As noted earlier, correlated resonances are ones that can be phased using a common zero and first order phase. The zero order phase of the $l$th resonance is represented by $\phi_l$ and it also is only present for correlated resonances. In NMR the phase of a resonance can be common to two or more correlated resonances. When the phase is specific to a single resonance, the model is called an uncorrelated resonance model. When the resonance model is uncorrelated, the model can be rewritten as a sum of sinusoids containing a real and imaginary amplitude with no constant phase and this rewritten model is actually used in Bayes Analyze for uncorrelated resonances. However, for the current discussion we do not introduce this additional complication, we are going discuss the Bayes Analyze resonance model as if it is given by Eq. (8.5) and Eq. (8.6) respectively. Given this resonance model, the data and the resonance models are then related by:

$$d_{RI}(t) = C_{RI} + F_{RI} \delta(t - 1) + \sum_{l=1}^{m} B_{li} M_{RI}(t) + n_{RI}(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.7)$$

for the real channel, and

$$d_{II}(t) = C_{II} + F_{II} \delta(t - 1) + \sum_{l=1}^{m} B_{li} M_{RI}(t) + n_{II}(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.8)$$

for the imaginary channel, where $C_{RI}$ and $C_{II}$ are real and imaginary constant offsets in the $i$th data set, $F_{RI}$ and $F_{II}$ are the magnitude of the first point in the real and imaginary channel in the $i$th data set, $\delta(t - 1)$ is a Kronecker delta function, $B_{li}$ is the time domain amplitude of the $l$th resonance in the $i$th data set, and $n_{RI}(t)$ and $n_{II}(t)$ represents the noise in the real and imaginary channels in the $i$th data set. The time domain amplitude, $B_{li}$, is proportional to the integral over the resonance peak in the frequency domain in the $i$th data set. Consequently, when we use the word amplitude, for all practical purposes it is synonymous with integral. For multiplets the amplitude $B_{li}$ is the total amplitude of the multiplet in a given data set. In the frequency domain this is the total integral over all peaks in the multiplet. The order of the primary multiplet (defined to be the multiplet with the largest coupling constant) has been designated as $p$. Similarly, $s$ is the order of the secondary multiplet. The expansion order of the shimming model is $o$. The normalized relative amplitude of the $j$th peak frequency in a primary spin one half multiplet is designated by $P_j$. Similarly, $S_k$ is the normalized relative amplitude for the $k$th peak frequency in the secondary multiplet. Up to the normalization constant, $P_j$ and $S_k$ are given by Pascal’s triangle, Table 8.2. The normalized relative amplitudes of each Lorentzian used in the lineshape expansion are designated as $R_h$. Finally, $\omega_{hjkl}$ is the frequency of the various peaks in the spectrum of a spin one-half multiplet of multiplets where the Lorentzian expansion of the lineshape is, for all practical purposes, a third multiplet. The frequencies $\omega_{hjkl}$ are given by

$$\omega_{hjkl} = \omega_l - \frac{J_x(o + 1 - 2h)}{2} - \frac{J_y(p + 1 - 2j)}{2} - \frac{J_z(s + 1 - 2k)}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.9)$$
Table 8.1: The relative amplitudes of the peaks in a multiplet are given by Pascal’s Triangle. Here we lists the names and these relative amplitudes of the primary and secondary multiplet orders. Note that before the model is actually run the Bayes_Analyze program normalizes this table so that the total area of a multiplet is one. Consequently, the amplitude reported for a multiplet is the total amplitude for all of the peaks within the multiplet.

where the location of the center of the $l$th resonance is given by $\omega_l$ and is the resonance frequency. For a simple triplet, $\omega_l$ would be the frequency of the center of the triplet and for a doublet $\omega_l$ would be the average of the two doublet resonance, $J_o$ is the spacing of the frequency components in the Lorentzian expansion of the lineshape. Note that this spacing is common to all resonances and is not specific to a given resonance. This ensures that the lineshape for all resonance is the same. The $J$-coupling constant for the primary multiplet is designated as $J_{pl}$, and $J_{sl}$ is $J$-coupling constant for the secondary multiplet. Note that if $o = p = s = 1$, Eqs. (8.7,8.8) reduce to the single exponentially decaying sinusoidal model, Eqs. (8.1 and 8.2). Also note that so long as the shimming order is one, $s = 1$, this model is just the exponentially decaying sinusoidally model of multiplets of multiplets described earlier. When the shimming order is not one then this model is of multiplets of multiplets where the lineshape is determined by a superposition of $o$ Lorentzian’s of relative amplitudes $R_h$.

The actual resonance model used in the Bayes Analyze package is a superposition of multiple resonances plus whatever constant models have been selected by the user. The relative amplitudes $R_h$ are common to every resonance in every data set. The resonance frequencies and decay rate constants are common for every data set. Correlated resonances have a common phase $\phi$, while uncorrelated resonances each have a unique phase in each data set. This unique phase is actually implemented as a cosine and sine amplitude in the programs; not as an amplitude plus a phase as illustrated in Eqs. (8.1 and 8.2). The first order phase correction $t_0$ appears only in correlated resonances. Finally, the amplitudes $B_{li}$ is the amplitude of the $l$th resonance in the $i$th data set.

For notational simplicity, we are going to consolidate the sum in Eq. (8.7) and Eq. (8.8) into a single summation:

$$d_{R_i}(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{m'} B_{li}' M_{R_l}(t) + n_{R_l}(t)$$  (8.10)
\[ d_{Ii}(t) = \sum_{l=1}^{m'} B_{Ii}^{l'} M_{Ii}^{l'}(t) + n_{Ii}(t) \]  

(8.11)

where constant terms were made a part of the sum, the amplitudes have been redefined to include the constant offsets and the first point problem, the functions \( M_{R}^{l} \) and \( M_{I}^{l} \) also include the constant and first point models, and the model count, \( m' \), is a count of the total models including the constants and first point models.

The Bayes Analyze program searches for the most probable value of these parameters. The search is done in the logarithm of the joint posterior probability for the parameters independent of the amplitudes of the resonances. The search algorithm is a modified version of a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. When the shimming model is activated, the shimming delta \( J_o \) and the relative shimming amplitudes \( R_h \) are common to all resonance models. Because, these parameters are the same for every resonance model, the program is looking for effects that are common to all resonances, that is why we tend to call this model a shimming artifact model, not a lineshape model. A true lineshape model would allow each resonance to have a different lineshape, as sometimes happens, and this is not what the shimming model does. The shimming model is multiplied by the exponentially decaying part of the signal. Thus the width of the Lorentzian’s that make up the lineshape expansion in the frequency domain are different for every resonance. When all resonance have comparable linewidth, the shape of the line in the discrete Fourier transform is highly effected by the shimming model. When some lines are narrow and some are broad, the narrow line are primarily effected by the shimming model and appear highly non-Lorentzian. Broad lines, however, are minimally affected by this model and appear highly Lorentzian. In either case the estimated decay rate constant is decreased, not increases. The lines do decay faster, but it is interference that causes the decay, not an increase in the decay rate constant.

There are three sets of relative amplitudes: \( P_j \), \( S_j \), and \( R_j \). Each of these relative amplitude are normalized. The relative amplitude of a resonance is a weighted average over these three, so the total relative amplitude of a resonance is one. Consequently, the amplitude \( B \) is the total amplitude of all components that makes up a resonance. In the frequency domain this means that the amplitude \( B \) is the proportional to the integral over all peaks that make up a resonance. The Bayes Analyse package takes special steps to make sure that the total relative amplitude is one. For \( P_j \) and \( S_j \) this means normalizing the amplitudes from Pascal’s triangle. However, for the relative shimming amplitudes, the \( R_j \), the problem is more complex. Imposing the condition that the total relative shimming amplitude be one is accomplished by assigning the amplitude of the center component such that the total is one. However, for this model to have physical significance all of the \( R_j \) must be positive, including the center one. But imposing these two conditions, assigning the center amplitude and positivity, is not enough to ensure a physically meaningful result, because these conditions allow the resonance frequency to be different from the center of a peak in the discrete Fourier transform. To avoid this problem, three additional conditions are imposed: the shimming expansion order is always odd, the center component is required to have the largest relative amplitude, and the relative shimming amplitudes must increase up to the center and then decrease beyond. With these conditions in place the search algorithm places the center of the shimming expansion in the center of the line in the frequency domain. Consequently, the resonance frequency corresponds to the center of a resonance, and the total amplitude is proportional to the total integral over the lines in the frequency domain.

All of these conditions are imposed using prior probabilities. These prior are such that they have almost no effect on the result so long as the appropriate conditions are met, but when the conditions
are about to be violated they prevent the parameters from moving to physically meaningless values. The various priors make sure that J-coupling constants and decay rate constants never go negative. They ensure that the total shimming amplitudes are ordered, positive, and sum to one. Last, they ensure that resonances marked by the user stay near where the user marked them. All of these conditions are informative and aid in making sure the output from Bayes Analyze is physically meaningful.

### 8.3 The Bayesian Calculations

The program that implements this frequency finding package is called Bayes Analyze. Unlike other packages in the Bayesian Analysis this program does not implement the calculations using Markov chain Monte Carlo; rather the program that implements this calculation uses a series of approximations and a Levenberg-Marquardt searching algorithm to locate the peak of the joint posterior probability for the parameters. At the maximum of the posterior probability, Bayes Analyze then uses a Taylor expansion about the peak to approximate the joint posterior probability for the parameters. Integrating over this approximation gives an estimate of the parameters and the uncertainty in those parameter estimates and it gives and estimate of the posterior probability for the model.

Using Bayes’ theorem [1] and the sum rule of probability theory, the joint posterior probability for the parameters. Integrating over this approximation gives an estimate of the parameters and the uncertainty in those parameter estimates and it gives and estimate of the posterior probability for the model. Using Bayes’ theorem [1] and the sum rule of probability theory, the joint posterior probability for the nonlinear parameters is given symbolically by

\[
P(\Omega|D_R D_I) = P(\Omega|I) \int P(\{B'\}|\sigma|I) P(D_R D_I|\Omega\{B'\}|\sigma|I) d\{B'\} d\sigma
\]  

(8.12)

where we are using the notation \{\cdot\} to stand for all of the parameters of the dot kind. For example \{\{B'\}\} means all of the amplitudes in all of the data sets. The integrals are over all of the amplitudes and the standard deviations of the noise in all of the data sets. Assuming that the priors for the amplitudes are independent, the integrand can be factored to obtain

\[
P(\Omega|D_R D_I) = P(\Omega|I) \prod_{i=1}^{n} P(\{\{B'\}\}_i|I) P(\sigma_i|I) P(D_R D_I|\Omega\{B'\}_i\sigma_i|I) d\{\{B'\}\}_i d\sigma_i
\]

(8.13)

where \(P(\{\{B'\}\}_i|I)\) is the prior probability for the \(m'\) amplitudes in the \(i\)th data set, \(P(\sigma_i|I)\) is the prior probability for the standard deviation of the noise in the \(i\)th data set, \(n\) is the number of Fids being analyzed jointly, and \(P(D_R D_I|\Omega\{B'\}_i\sigma_i|I)\) is the joint likelihood of the real and imaginary data in the \(i\)th data set. If we further assume that the real and imaginary measurements are independent, then likelihood can be factored into a product of two likelihoods, one for the real and one for the imaginary data:

\[
P(\Omega|D_R D_I) = P(\Omega|I) \prod_{i=1}^{n} P(\{\{B'\}\}_i|I) P(\sigma_i|I) P(D_R|\Omega\{B'\}_i\sigma_i|I) P(D_I|\Omega\{B'\}_i\sigma_i|I) d\{\{B'\}\}_i d\sigma_i
\]

(8.14)

where \(P(D_R|\Omega\{B'\}_i\sigma_i|I)\) and \(P(D_I|\Omega\{B'\}_i\sigma_i|I)\) are the likelihoods of the real data and the imaginary data in the \(i\)th data set. Assuming logical independence, the prior probability for the amplitudes in data set \(i\), \(P(\{\{B'\}\}_i|I)\), can be factored to obtain:

\[
P(\{\{B'\}\}_i|I) = \prod_{j=1}^{m'} P(B'_{ji}|I).
\]

(8.15)
The prior probability for each amplitude in including the first point and constant offset amplitudes, is represented by $P(B_i'|I)$ and we will assign this prior probability using a Gaussian prior:

$$P(B_i') = \left( \frac{2\pi \sigma_i^2}{\gamma^2} \right)^{-\frac{1}{2}} \exp \left\{ -\frac{\gamma^2 B_i'^2}{2\sigma_i^2} \right\} \quad (8.16)$$

where $\gamma$ indicates how strongly we believe the amplitude is small rather than large and we have included the factor of $\sigma_i$ for computational convenience. The direct probability for the real data is represented by $P(D_R|\Omega\{B',\sigma_i\})$ and $P(D_I|\Omega\{B',\sigma_i\})$ is the direct probability for the imaginary data. We will assign these likelihoods for each data set using a Gaussian likelihood:

$$P(D_R|\Omega\{B',\sigma_i\}) = (2\pi \sigma_i^2)^{-\frac{N}{2}} \exp \left\{ -\sum_{k=1}^{N} \frac{[d_R(t_k) - \sum_{l=1}^{m'} B_i'M_i(t_k)]^2}{2\sigma_i^2} \right\} \quad (8.17)$$

and similarly for the direct probability for the imaginary data:

$$P(D_I|\Omega\{B',\sigma_i\}) = (2\pi \sigma_i^2)^{-\frac{N}{2}} \exp \left\{ -\sum_{k=1}^{N} \frac{[d_I(t_k) - \sum_{l=1}^{m'} B_i'M_i(t_k)]^2}{2\sigma_i^2} \right\} \quad (8.18)$$

where it is assumed that the average noise power in the two channels is the same and that each data set contains exactly $N$ data values.

To compute the posterior probability for one of the parameters, $P(\Omega|D_RD_I)$, two sets of integrals must be done: one over the amplitudes $\{B'\}$ and one over all of the nonlinear parameters except the parameter being estimated. In the program that implements this calculation, the integral over the amplitudes is done exactly while the integrals over the nonlinear parameters are done approximately using a Lorentzian approximation. We briefly sketch how the integrals over the amplitudes are evaluated. If we assign a Jeffreys’ prior probability $[32]$ for the noise standard deviations, Eq. (8.16) for the prior probability for the amplitudes and assign Gaussian likelihood functions, the then the joint posterior probability for the $\Omega$ parameters independent of the amplitudes becomes:

$$P(\Omega|D_RD_I) = P(\Omega|I) \prod_{l=1}^{N} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \left( \frac{2\pi \sigma_i^2}{\gamma^2} \right)^{-\frac{N}{2}} \exp \left\{ -\sum_{i=1}^{m'} \frac{\gamma^2 B_i'^2}{2\sigma_i^2} \right\} d\{B'\} d\sigma_i \quad (8.19)$$

$$= (2\pi \sigma_i^2)^{-\frac{N}{2}} \exp \left\{ -\sum_{j=1}^{N} \frac{[d_R(t_j) - \sum_{l=1}^{m'} B_i'M_i(t_j)]^2}{2\sigma_i^2} \right\} \quad (8.19)$$

$$\times \exp \left\{ -\sum_{j=1}^{N} \frac{[d_I(t_j) - \sum_{l=1}^{m'} B_i'M_i(t_j)]^2}{2\sigma_i^2} \right\} \quad (8.19)$$

where $d_R(t_j)$ is the $j$th real data value of the $i$th data set and similarly $d_I(t_j)$ is the corresponding imaginary data value. There are $n$ sets of integrals over the amplitudes. Each set of amplitude integrals are $m'$-dimensional Gaussian quadrature integrals having bounds ranging from minus to plus infinity. One evaluates these amplitude integrals by first simplifying the exponent of the integrand.
and the joint posterior probability is reduced to:

\[ P(\Omega | D_R D_I) = P(\Omega | I) \prod_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{\sigma_i} \int \left( \frac{2\pi \sigma_i^2}{\gamma^2} \right)^{-\frac{n}{2}} (2\pi \sigma_i^2)^{-N} \exp \left\{-\frac{Q_i}{2\sigma_i^2}\right\} d\{B^i\}, d\sigma_i \]  

(8.20)

where \( Q_i \) is defined to be

\[ Q_i \equiv \sum_{l=1}^{m'} \gamma^2 B_{il}^2 + \sum_{j=1}^{N} [d_{Ri}(t_j) - \sum_{l=1}^{m'} B'_{i/l} M'_{Rl}(t_j)]^2 + \sum_{j=1}^{N} [d_{Ii}(t_j) - \sum_{l=1}^{m'} B'_{i/l} M'_{Il}(t_j)]^2. \]  

(8.21)

To proceed, \( Q_i \) must be simplified:

\[ Q_i = d_{Ri} \cdot d_{Ri} + d_{Ii} \cdot d_{Ii} - 2 \sum_{j=1}^{m'} B'_{ij} [d_{Ri} \cdot M_{Rj} + d_{Ii} \cdot M_{Ij}] + \sum_{j=1}^{m'} \sum_{l=1}^{m'} B'_{ij} B'_{il} g_{jl}. \]  

(8.22)

where “\( \cdot \)” means sum over time and \( \delta_{jl} \) Kronecker delta function. If the quadrature data are thought of as a complex vector of length \( N \), then the three lines making up \( Q_i \) are the total squared data value, the length of the projection of the data onto the model, and, if not for the prior probability for the amplitudes, the third term is the total squared length of the model projected onto itself. In this equation, the prior acts as a safeguard and prevents the total projection of the model onto the data from being equal to the model projected onto itself. When this calculation is implemented, the projection of the model onto the data should never be equal to the projection of the model onto itself, the only way this could happen is if the data had no noise. Regardless, the prior prevents this singular arithmetic and, consequently, the amplitudes that maximize the function \( Q_i \) are always real numbers, i.e., positive or negative, but never complex numbers.

Defining an interaction matrix \( g_{jk} \):

\[ g_{jk} \equiv M_{Rj} \cdot M_{Rl} + M_{Ij} \cdot M_{Il} + \gamma^2 \delta_{jl}, \]  

(8.23)

\( Q_i \) can be rewritten as:

\[ Q_i = d_{Ri} \cdot d_{Ri} + d_{Ii} \cdot d_{Ii} - 2 \sum_{j=1}^{m'} B'_{ij} [d_{Ri} \cdot M_{Rj} + d_{Ii} \cdot M_{Ij}] + \sum_{j=1}^{m'} \sum_{l=1}^{m'} B'_{ij} B'_{il} g_{jl}. \]  

(8.24)

These integrals are multivariate Gaussian integrals and any multivariate integral of this form may be done analytically. These integrals are exactly the same for each data set, and here we do these integrals for an arbitrary data set and then use that result to generate the appropriate product. First, a change of variables is introduced:

\[ B'_{i/l} = \sum_{j=1}^{m'} \frac{A_{j/l} e_{jk}}{\sqrt{\lambda_j}}, \quad A_{ki} = \sqrt{\lambda_k} \sum_{j=1}^{m'} B'_{j/l} e_{kj}, \]  

(8.25)
with
\[ dB'_i \cdots dB'_{m'i} = \lambda_1^{-\frac{1}{2}} \cdots \lambda_m^{-\frac{1}{2}} dA_{1i} \cdots dA_{m'i}. \]  
(8.26)

Next we introduce a change of function:
\[ R_k = \sum_{j=1}^{m'} \frac{M_{Rj} e_{kj}}{\sqrt{\lambda_k}}, \quad \text{with} \quad \sum_{j=1}^{m'} B'_{ji} M_{Rj} = \sum_{j=1}^{m'} A_{ji} R_j(t), \]  
(8.27)

and
\[ I_k = \sum_{j=1}^{m'} \frac{M_{Ij} e_{kj}}{\sqrt{\lambda_k}}, \quad \text{with} \quad \sum_{j=1}^{m'} B'_{ji} M_{Ij} = \sum_{j=1}^{m'} A_{ji} I_j(t), \]  
(8.28)

where \( e_{jk} \) is the \( k \)th component of the \( j \)th eigenvector of the interaction matrix, Eq. (8.23), and \( \lambda_j \) is its \( j \)th eigenvalue. Note the \( g_{jk} \) matrix is not data set dependent, and consequently, these eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors are not data set dependent. Using the property
\[ \sum_{i=1}^{N} R_j(t_i) R_k(t_i) + I_j(t_i) I_k(t_i) = \delta_{jk}, \]  
(8.29)

the joint posterior probability of the nonlinear \( \Omega \) parameters Eq. (20) becomes
\[
P(\Omega|D_R D_I) = P(\Omega|I) \prod_{i=1}^{n} \int d\sigma_i \frac{1}{\sigma_i} \left( 2\pi \sigma_i^2 \right)^{-\frac{1}{2}} \exp \left\{ -\frac{Q'_i}{2\sigma_i^2} \right\},
\]  
(8.30)

where
\[
Q'_i = \sum_{j=1}^{m'} A_{ji} h_{ji} + \sum_{j=1}^{m'} A_{ji}^2
\]  
(8.31)

and
\[
h_{ji} \equiv d_{Ri} \cdot R_{ji} + d_{Ii} \cdot I_{ji},
\]  
(8.32)

after completing the square and evaluating the \( m' \) integrals for each data set, one obtains
\[
P(\Omega|D_R D_I) = P(\Omega|I) \prod_{i=1}^{n} \int d\sigma_i \lambda_1^{-\frac{1}{2}} \cdots \lambda_m^{-\frac{1}{2}} \sigma_i^{-2N-1} \exp \left\{ -\frac{Q''_i}{2\sigma_i^2} \right\},
\]  
(8.33)

where
\[
Q''_i = d_{Ri} \cdot d_{Ri} + d_{Ii} \cdot d_{Ii} - \sum_{j=1}^{m'} h_{ji}^2.
\]  
(8.34)

Bayes Analyze uses this joint posterior probability in its calculation. However, it does not use this functional form of the calculation. This functional form is the result of doing the multivariate Gaussian integrals but it is not computationally convenient because of the presence of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the \( g_{kl} \) matrix. If you look at Eq. (8.31) and Eq. (8.34), its clear that evaluating
the integrals has just constrained the amplitudes $A_{ji}$ to the values that maximized the joint posterior probability. If we go back to Eq. (8.24) and constraining $Q_i$ to the amplitudes that maximize $Q_i$, then Eq. (8.24) and Eq. (8.34) must be identical. However, the maximum of Eq. (8.24) can be computed with a matrix inverse while Eq. (8.34) requires a full eigenvalue decomposition.

To locate the maximum of Eq. (8.24), one takes the derivative of Eq. (8.24) with respect to an arbitrary amplitude $B'_{ki}$ and sets the resulting derivative to zero

$$
\frac{dQ_i}{dB'_{ki}} = -2 \sum_{j=1}^{m'} \frac{d}{dB'_{kj}} B'_{kj} [d_{Rj} \cdot M_{Rj} + d_{Ij} \cdot M_{Ij}] + \sum_{j=1}^{m'} \sum_{l=1}^{m'} \frac{d}{dB'_{ki}} B'_{kj} B'_{li} g_{jk} = 0
$$

(8.35)

but the matrix $g_{jk}$ is a symmetric matrix so the two sums are identical and the maximum is given by the solution of:

$$
0 = -2 [d_{Ri} \cdot M_{Rk} + d_{Ii} \cdot M_{Ik}] + 2 \sum_{l=1}^{m'} \hat{B}'_{li} g_{lk}
$$

(8.36)

where we have designated the amplitudes that maximize the joint posterior probability by $\hat{B}'_{li}$. The $\hat{B}'_{li}$ are given by

$$
\hat{B}'_{li} = \sum_{v=1}^{m'} (g_{kl})_{vl}^{-1} T_{vi}
$$

(8.37)

where $T_{vi}$ is given by

$$
T_{vi} = d_{Ri} \cdot M_{Rv} + d_{Ii} \cdot M_{Iv}
$$

(8.38)

and $(g_{kl})_{vl}^{-1}$ is the $l$th element of the $v$th column of the inverse of the $g_{kl}$ matrix. If we were to substitute $\hat{B}_{ui}$ into Eq. (8.24), then $Q_i$ becomes

$$
Q_i = d_{Ri} \cdot d_{Ri} + d_{Ii} \cdot d_{Ii} - \sum_{u=1}^{m'} \hat{B}'_{ui} T_{ui}
$$

(8.39)

where the quadratic term exactly cancels one of the linear terms.

### 8.4 Levenberg-Marquardt And Newton-Raphson

The search algorithm used by Bayes Analyze is a modified Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm that combines features of Levenberg-Marquardt and Newton-Raphson. Levenberg-Marquardt algorithms are themselves modified versions of the Newton-Raphson algorithm, where an approximation has been used in calculating the second derivatives of $\chi^2$. Newton-Raphson is a technique used in finding the roots of a function. For example to find a root of a function $f(x)$, one computes the first derivative of $f(x)$ with respect to $x$ at some value of $x$ which we will call $x_i$:

$$
\frac{d}{dx_i} f(x_i) = \hat{f}(x_i).
$$

(8.40)
The Newton-Raphson estimate of the correction to \( x_i \) is then given by

\[
\delta_i = -\frac{f(x_i)}{f'(x_i)}
\]  

(8.41)

and one updates the value of \( x_i \):

\[
x_{i+1} = x_i + \delta_i.
\]  

(8.42)

One then takes this new value of \( x_{i+1} \) and uses it as an initial guess in Eq. (8.40). The convergence of Newton-Raphson is quadratic, so the iteration procedure will usually converge to a root very quickly.

The above procedure is discussed [48] and we refer you that discussion for more on Newton-Raphson and how to extend it to multiple variables.

Levenberg-Marquardt algorithms minimize \( \chi^2 \),

\[
\chi^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{(d_i - y(t_i, \Omega))^2}{\sigma^2}
\]  

(8.43)

they do not find roots; where in this equation, \( d_i \), represents a single data item sampled at time \( t_i \), \( y(t_i, \Omega) \) is a model as a function of a set of \( \Omega \) parameters and \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation of the noise in the current data set. To minimize \( \chi^2 \) one must find the values of the \( \Omega \) parameters for which the first derivative is zero. Consequently, in a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm it is first derivative of \( \chi^2 \) that plays the part of \( f(x) \) in a Newton-Raphson algorithm. The basic ideal is essentially the same as the Newton-Raphson algorithm. One has a function, \( \chi^2 \), that one wishes to minimize. Taking the first partial derivative of \( \chi^2 \) with respect \( \omega_j \), one obtains:

\[
\beta_j \equiv -\frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial \chi^2}{\partial \omega_j} = \frac{1}{\sigma^2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( d_i - y(t_i, \Omega) \right) \frac{\partial y(t_i, \Omega)}{\partial \omega_j}
\]  

(8.44)

where this is a definition of \( \beta_j \). Next one defines the second derivatives:

\[
\alpha_{jk} \equiv \frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial^2 \chi^2}{\partial \omega_j \partial \omega_k} = \frac{1}{\sigma^2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left[ \frac{\partial y(t_i, \Omega)}{\partial \omega_j} \frac{\partial y(t_i, \Omega)}{\partial \omega_k} - \left( d_i - y(t_i, \Omega) \right) \frac{\partial^2 y(t_i, \Omega)}{\partial \omega_j \partial \omega_k} \right]
\]  

(8.45)

which is a symmetric matrix of second derivatives. So far nothing in this calculation distinguishes a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm from a Newton-Raphson algorithm. There are two distinguishing characteristic. First, in a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm the term in curly brackets is assumed small when compared to the other terms in this equation, consequently,

\[
\alpha_{jk} \approx \frac{1}{\sigma^2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left[ \frac{\partial y(t_i, \Omega)}{\partial \omega_j} \frac{\partial y(t_i, \Omega)}{\partial \omega_k} \right].
\]  

(8.46)

To motivate this approximation note that the term, \( d_i - y(t_i, \Omega) \), is essentially the residual at time \( t_i \) and this residual should alternate between positive and negative values. Consequently, the sum over time should on average be small. The approximation made in Eq. (8.46) has profound implications from a computational stand point. Note that the approximation does not make use of any second derivatives; rather it approximates the second derivative by a product of two first
derivatives. Computationally, this means that the program that implements this calculation does not have to be programed with second derivative information and this can be a major simplification in the calculations.

The second distinguishing characteristic in a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is $\alpha_{jk}$ is modified by multiplying the diagonal of this matrix by a control parameter:

$$
\alpha'_{jk} = \alpha_{jk}(1 + \lambda \delta_{jk}) \quad (8.47)
$$

where $\delta_{jk}$ is the Kronecker delta function, and $\lambda$ controls the algorithm by making it possible to switch between a steepest descents algorithm and a Newton-Raphson algorithm. When $\lambda$ is zero the algorithm is a Newton-Raphson algorithm and when $\lambda$ is large the algorithm simply follows the gradient, i.e., steepest descents. The corrections to the $\Omega$ parameters are then given by

$$
\sum_{k=1}^{\nu} \alpha'_{jk} \delta_k = \beta_j \quad (8.48)
$$

where $\delta_k$ is the correction for the $k$th parameter. This simple set of linear algebraic equations can be solved for the $\delta_k$ and by iterating the procedure the global minimum of $\chi^2$ can be located. As noted, the parameter $\lambda$ is used to control the algorithm. If $\lambda$ is large the $\alpha'_{jk}$ matrix is diagonally dominate and the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm just follows the gradients. However, if $\lambda$ is small the algorithm follows the full curvature of the space, i.e., Newton-Raphson. In Bayes Analyze, if a step increases the joint posterior probability, $\lambda$ is decreased by about 10%, and smaller $\lambda$ means the convergence is speeds up. However, if a step decreases the posterior probability, the value of $\lambda$ is increased by 10% and the corrections to the $\Omega$ parameters are recomputed. Using these new corrections, the joint posterior probability is computed and if the posterior probability increases, the new values of the $\Omega$ parameters are keep and the iteration cycle is repeated until the first derivatives are zero.

Bayes Analyze searches in the logarithm of the joint posterior probability for the $\Omega$ parameters, it does not search in $\chi^2$, consequently Bayes Analyze is not a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. None the less, the above discussion can be directly applied to the Bayesian calculations done because the logarithm of the joint posterior probability has components that can be written in the form of a $\chi^2$. Because integrating out the amplitudes just constrains the amplitude to the value that maximizes the joint posterior probability, the $Q_i$ function can also be written as:

$$
Q_i \equiv \sum_{l=1}^{m'} \gamma^2 \hat{B}_{li}^2 + \sum_{j=1}^{N} [d_{Ri}(t_j) - \sum_{l=1}^{m'} \hat{B}_{li} M_{Ri}(t_j)]^2 + \sum_{j=1}^{N} [d_{Ii}(t_j) - \sum_{l=1}^{m'} \hat{B}_{li} M_{Ii}(t_j)]^2 \quad (8.49)
$$

where this is just Eq. (8.20) with the amplitudes replaced by there peak joint posterior probability estimates. As explained, a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is essentially a Newton-Raphson method specialized to search in $\chi^2$. The reason we rewrote the statistic this last time, Eq. (8.49), was to express $Q_i$ in a $\chi^2$ like form. Now $Q_i$ is not strictly $\chi^2$ and the statistic used in the search isn’t either. None the less we are going to define a $\chi^2$ term and then discuss how Bayes Analyze implements it’s search using this definition:

$$
\chi^2 \equiv \log P(\Omega|I) + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{Q_i}{\sigma_i^2} \quad (8.50)
$$
where $P(\Omega|I)$ is the prior probability for the nonlinear parameters and $Q_i$ is given by Eq. (8.49). This definition of $\chi^2$ is essentially the logarithm of the joint posterior probability for the $\Omega$ parameters independent of the amplitudes where some constants have been dropped.

To implement a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, one must define both an $\beta_j$ and an $\alpha_{jk}$, in the Bayes Analyze program these are defined as:

$$
\beta_j = -\frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_j} \chi^2
$$

$$
= -\frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_j} \log P(\Omega|I) - \frac{1}{2} \gamma^2 \sum_{i=1}^{m'} \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_j} \hat{B}_{i_i}^2
$$

$$
+ \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{\sigma_i^2} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \left[ d_{i_i}(t_j) - \sum_{l=1}^{m'} \hat{B}_{i_i} M'_{i_i}(t_j) \right] \left[ \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_j} \sum_{l=1}^{m'} \hat{B}_{i_i} M'_{i_i}(t_j) \right]
$$

(8.51)

and $\alpha_{jk}$ is defined using the same approximation used in a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm:

$$
\alpha_{jk} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial \omega_j \partial \omega_k} \chi^2
$$

$$
\approx \frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial \omega_j \partial \omega_k} \log P(\Omega|I) + \frac{1}{2} \gamma^2 \sum_{i=1}^{m'} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial \omega_j \partial \omega_k} \hat{B}_{i_i}^2
$$

(8.52)

With this definition of $\beta_j$ and $\alpha_{jk}$ it is now possible to implement a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. This algorithm has a number of interesting properties not present in a standard Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. For example, by including the prior probabilities for the nonlinear parameters, $P(\Omega|I)$, one can effectively bound a parameter to positive values and we do this using a positive prior, Eq. (3.7). Second, by taking into account the presence of multiple data sets with differing standard deviations, this statistic allows many different kinds of data to be combined. Finally, by marginalizing out the amplitudes, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm does not search on the amplitudes. This turns out to be very significant when multiple resonances and data sets are present. In NMR experiments, one often takes multiple data sets. These data sets measure the same quantity, but with some parameter varied, often a delay time or a gradient. The amplitudes of the resonances from these multiple data sets are then used in additional analysis, such as inversion recovery experiments. However, the number of these data sets can be large, in the hundreds or even thousands. If we had not marginalized out the amplitudes, a 10 resonance problem, looking for common frequencies in one thousand free induction decays would have 10 frequencies, 10 decay rate constants, perhaps one or two phase parameters, and 10,000 or 20,000 amplitudes depending on how
the problem is parameterized. For all practical purposes, the problem would be intractable because all of the frequencies, decay rate constants and amplitudes are correlated, i.e., one must search on all of these parameters simultaneously. However, by marginalizing out the amplitude the resulting search only involves 20 or so parameters. Consequently, marginalization is a key feature in jointly analyzing arrayed experiments.

Of coarse, implementing this calculation is a tricky problem. We have not, for example, talked about how one computes the derivatives of the amplitudes, nor how to estimate the noise standard deviations. Its enough to know that the derivatives of the amplitudes and the standard deviations can be computed at each step in the calculation. Consequently, when the search completes, one has the peak value of the joint posterior probability, the zero first derivatives, a very good approximation to the second derivatives, and estimates of the standard deviation of the noise in each data set. Together these can be used to write an Gaussian approximation to the joint posterior probability for the parameters. The approximate joint posterior probability for the parameters can be used to estimate the parameters using mean ± standard deviation estimates. Additionally, the posterior probability for the model can be approximated as the integral over the approximate joint posterior probability for the parameters and this approximate joint posterior probability for the model can be used to determine when the algorithm should stop. So a general description of the Bayes Analyze algorithm is:

1. Using the Fourier transform of the residuals [7], compute the odds ratio [5] that any given peak in the spectrum is a resonance.
2. If no peak in the odds ratio rises above the noise threshold, exit the analysis. Otherwise, using the single most probable resonance frequency from the signal detection algorithm, postulate a resonance model containing one more resonance.
3. Using the Levenberg-Marquardt search algorithm optimize the parameters in this model.
4. Using the peak, the covariance matrix and the estimated noise standard deviations, approximate the joint posterior probability for the parameters, then using this approximation estimate the parameters and the posterior probability for the model.
5. Output these parameter estimates to the various Bayes Analyze output files.
6. If the posterior probability for the model decreases or the maximum number of resonances has been added to the model, finish up the analysis and exit Bayes Analyze.
7. If the posterior probability for the model increased, go back to the first item and repeat this procedure until either no additional candidate resonances can be found or the posterior probability for the model decreases.

8.5 Outputs From The Bayes Analyze Package

Unlike the other packages, the Bayes Analyze package is not a single program, rather it is 4 different programs that are run one right after the other and a fifth that is run on demand. The main program is called Bayes Analyze and it is the frequency finding program. There are three programs, called Bayes Summary 1, 2 and 3, that take the outputs from Bayes Analyze and reformat them into three summary reports. Finally, there is a modeling program, called Bayes Model, that takes the output
from Bayes Analyze and creates a model of the input Fid. The Bayes Analyze program does not use Markov chain Monte Carlo to do its calculations. Consequently, the outputs from the Bayes Analyze package are completely different from the outputs from McMC packages. Thus to view these outputs, a different set out output widgets are needed. The interface has two different output areas on the text results viewer, one for McMC packages and one for the Bayes Analyze package.

The Bayes Analyze output files and the summary reports are numbered with a suffix. For example the main Bayes Analyze output file is named “bayes.output.nnnn” where the “nnnn” is related to the From, To, and By fields described earlier, see page 150. When Bayes Analyze process a set of Fids, it begins with Fid number “From” and analyzes “By” number of Fids. The output from this analysis is written into a series of files labeled “name.From” where “name” is one Bayes Analyze output files and “From” is the “From” Fid number. After Bayes Analyze finishes this analysis, it increments the “From” Fid number by “By” Fid number and then checks to see if it has reached Fid “To”. If not it repeats the analysis using this new “From” Fid number, again writing out files named “name.From.” This loop continues until all of the Fids have been processed. Some of these outputs are available through the interface, and some only by looking at them within the WorkDir. Here is a brief description of the more important input and output files used by the Bayes Analyze package:

**bayes.params** file is written by the interface and serves as the input parameter file to the Bayes Analyze program. It contains various parameter settings and the initial model to be processed. The parameter file is divided into three general sections, a header, the global parameters, and the resonance parameters. Each of these three sections is describe in detail in Subsections 8.5.1.1, 8.5.1.2 and 8.5.1.3.

**bayes.params.nnnn** are files written by Bayes Analyze for each individual sub-analysis. They are updated version of bayes.params, updated in the sense of containing the maximum joint posterior probability estimates of the frequencies, decay rate constants, etc. Additionally, the “From,” “To,” and “By” numbers are updated to reflect this particular sub-analysis. For example, if the current analysis is running Fids 5 through 10, then a parameter file, bayes.params.0005, is written and used by the interface to mark the location of the various resonances. After Bayes Analyze completes the interface reads the bayes.params.nnnn file and the updated model is then available for further processing within the interface. Note that which bayes.params.nnnn file is read by the interface depends on which Fid is to be modeled. That is to say if you are planning to model Fid 25 from an array, the interface will figure out which bayes.params.nnnn file contains the parameters for Fid 25 and then read those parameters. Again, each of these three sections is describe in detail in Subsections 8.5.1.1, 8.5.1.2 and 8.5.1.3.

**bayes.output.nnnn** are the main output files from Bayes Analyze and they contain detailed information about each model Bayes Analyze processed. The description of this file may be found in Subsection 8.5.2.

**bayes.probabilities.nnnn** contain a one line entry for each model processed by Bayes Analyze. These lines contain the base 10 logarithm of the posterior probability for each model processed by Bayes Analyze. Note the file is cumulative and results from multiple runs of Bayes Analyze may be viewed. For a complete description of this file, see Subsection 8.5.3.

**bayes.log.nnnn** is a detailed log of each step taken in the searching algorithm for each model processed by Bayes Analyze, see Subsection 8.5.4 for a complete description of this file.
Bayes.accepted is used by the interface to show the current status of an analysis. For example, if you are running Bayes Analyze when the “Status” button is activated, the interface will display the current contents of the Bayes.accepted file. This file is a recent addition to Bayes Analyze and is a simple copy of the bayes.status.nnnn file. It was added to Bayes Analyze so the new interface could determine the status of the current analysis. For a complete description of this file see Subsection 8.5.5.

bayes.status.nnnn contains the status of analysis nnnn. Usually by the time this file can be viewed, it simply indicates the analysis is completed. As noted above this file is also written into Bayes.accepted and the Bayes.accepted file may view while Bayes Analyze is running. For a complete description of this file see Subsection 8.5.5.

bayes.model.nnnn is used by Bayes Model to produce a maximum joint posterior probability model of an Fid. As one of its outputs Bayes Analyze writes the parameters that maximize the joint posterior probability into the model file. The model file, unlike the bayes.params.nnnn files, contain both the frequency and amplitude estimates. For a complete description of this file see Subsection 8.5.5.1.

bayes.summary1.nnnn The summary files, bayes.summary1.nnnn, bayes.summary2.nnnn and bayes.summary3.nnnn, are produced by Bayes Analyze package whenever you run the analysis. The summary1 or “Best Model” report contains parameters from the most probable model. For a complete description of the summary1 report see Subsection 8.5.6.

bayes.summary2.nnnn The summary2 or “Best Summary” report is a highly condensed version of the summary1 report. However, because each line displays the information for a single resonance, the report is available only for nonarrayed free induction decays. For a complete description of the summary2 report see Subsection 8.5.7.

bayes.summary3.nnnn Finally, the summary3 or “Best Regions” report displays the intensity (normalized and total), contained within a series of regions. These regions are defined by using the “Options/Set Regions” button. Use of this report and how to set the regions is described further in Subsection 8.5.8.

8.5.1 The “bayes.params.nnnn” and “bayes.model.nnnn” Files

Bayes Analyze and the Bayes Model read the parameter file and the model file respectively. The parameter file and the model file are almost identical. The only difference between them is that the model file contains the estimated amplitudes of the resonances. The parameter file is used to communicate between the interface and the Bayes Analyze program. The name of the parameter files may be either “bayes.params” or “bayes.params.nnnn.” If the number is not present the file was output from the interface and is a Bayes Analyze input file. If the number is present the file was output from Bayes Analyze package and serves as input to the interface. The parameter file consists of three general sections, a header, the global parameters, and the resonance model. We describe each of these sections in the following.

8.5.1.1 The Bayes Analyze File Header

The Bayes Analyze package writes a file header into many of its output files. This header describes the analysis, and serves as a record of the analysis. An example header is shown in Fig. 8.3. In the
01! File: "~larry/bayesian/Bayes.test.data/BayesAnalyze/MTz_C13_irradR_20C.fid"
02! Bayesian Analysis Input Parameter File
03! Created 07-May-2001 15:14:21 by Larry

04 31 Configuration Parameters

05  File Version = 3.000
06  Fid File = fid/fid
07  Procpar File = fid/procpar
08  Analysis Dir = BayesAnalyzeFile
09  Model Dir = Bayes.model.fid
10  Model Dir Org = DATA
11  Units = PPM
12  Activate Shims = YES
13  Activate Delay = YES
14  Data Type = VNMR
15  Noise = NO
16  Output = FULL
17  Default Model = (CP)
18  First Fid = 1
19  Last Fid = 1
20  No Fids = 1
21  Total Points = 1024
22  Complex Points = 512
23  Noise Start = 0
24  Model Points = 1024
25  Model Fid = 1
26  Prior Odds = 0.00000
27  Sampling Time = 0.29900
28  Spec Freq = 300.00000
29  User Reference = -2.84349
30  True Reference = -2.84349
31  Total Models = 3
32  Shim Order = 7
33  Max Freqs = 10
34  Max Candidates = 1
35  Default Lb = 1.08755

Figure 8.3: The Bayes Analyze File Header is present in most output files from the Bayes Analyze package. This header contains all of the parameters used to run Bayes Analyze. Among other things, it contains the name of the Fid file, the procpar and the output directory where the model is to be written. It also specifies the directory organization, the units and many other parameters needed to run Bayes Analyze. See text for a more extensive description of the file header.
Bayes Analyze package, blank and comments lines (lines starting with “!”) are ignored and may appear anywhere within the parameter or model files. As you can see, the first three lines in the file header are comments. Comments are ignored by Bayes Analyze and Bayes Model. Also, file names appearing in Fig. 8.3 are referenced from the directory where Bayes Analyze is to be run. In the interface when Bayes Analyze is run, the program runs in the current WorkDir so the file and directory names appearing on Lines 05–08 are referenced from that working directory. Here is a description of the parameter file header:

**Line 01** is a comment and indicates the name of the Fid loaded into the current WorkDir.

**Line 02** is a comment containing the name of the input file type, in this case a “Parameter File.”

**Line 03** is a comment containing name of the user who created the file and the date and time.

**Line 04** indicates the number of parameters that are to follow, in this example there are 32. Each lines contains a description followed by the value of the parameter. Some of the parameters are text strings and some of them are numbers. Text strings start in column 22 and extend to the right. Numerical values may appear anywhere from column 22 through 32. Bayes Analyze recognizes parameters by the labels that appear in column 5, these labels must appear as shown, including capitalization. The ordering of the parameters is generally not critical, although keeping them in the order shown is advisable. The numbers on the left and the column headings were added for reference and do not appear in the file.

**Line 05** is the file version number and, as Fig. 8.3 implies. This parameter must follow the configuration parameters. The programs have the ability to read old file versions. We have included this parameter because output files from a Bayesian Analysis may be saved – sometimes for long periods of time and we did not want to lose the ability to read and model older versions of these files.

**Line 06** is the fully qualified name of the input Fid file. As noted earlier, when Bayes Analyze is run it is run in the current WorkDir so the fid file must fully qualified from WorkDir. Consequently, when the parameter file is written by the interface this field will always be fid/fid, however any fully qualified name is allowed.

**Line 07** is the fully qualified name of the input procpar file.

**Line 08** is the name of the current analysis directory. This is the fully qualified name of the directory in which the output from Bayes Analyze is to be written. When the parameter file is written by the interface, the analysis directory is “BayesAnalyzeFiles”.

**Line 09** is the name of the directory where Bayes Model is to create the model. This is Bayes.model.fid when the interface generates this file, but it need not be that way and may be set to any value if Bayes Analyze is run manually.

**Line 10** specifies the organization of the directories. The new interface sets this to “DATA” meaning that the output directory is a standard Fid directory. However, this can also be set to “VNMR,” in which case the Bayes Analyze expects the structure of the analysis directory to be in VnmrJ format.

**Line 11** specifies the units to use in the analysis. The valid entries are “PPM,” or “HERTZ”.
THE BAYES ANALYZE PACKAGE

1 3.22299585E+01
2 3.19859327E+01
3 3.22769104E+01
4 3.18850559E+01
5 3.21451727E+01
6 3.19790225E+01
7 3.20911816E+01
8 3.19975486E+01
9 3.19348404E+01

Figure 8.4: The file bayes.noise is a two column Ascii file generated by the interface when a noise region is set. The first column is the number of the Fid and the second is the root mean-square data value in the noise region, and is an estimate of the standard deviation of the noise in the noise region. Note that the bayes.noise contains one entry for each trace in the Fid, i.e., the “From,” “To” and “By” fields are not used when generating the bayes.noise file.

Line 12 specifies whether the lineshape model is to be used. The valid values are “YES” or “NO” and these mean yes the lineshape is to be expanded, or no it is not. If lineshape, or shimming model is activated then the shimming expansion order, shown on Line 32, must be specified as greater than one.

Line 13 is used to activate the first order phase correction. Note that the new interface does not allow you to modify this parameter, it is automatically activated by the interface.

Line 14 indicates the type of input data to be processed. The new interface sets this to “VNMR” indicating that the input file is a VNMR Fid.

Line 15 indicates whether an estimate of the root mean-square estimate of noise standard deviation is available. The valid values for this indicator are “YES” or “NO.” These indicate yes a noise measurement is available or no a noise measurement is not available. If a noise measurement is available the Bayes Analyze program will attempt to read the “bayes.noise” file. An example of this file is shown in Fig. 8.4. This noise file is two columns, the first being the number of the free induction decay and the second being the estimated root mean-square noise value. This file must be present if the noise used indicator is “YES.” If used, there must be one entry in this file for every free induction decay in the input data. This file is built by the menus using the Bayes Noise program.

Line 16 indicates the format of output written to standard out. This entry may be be “FULL,” “BRIEF” or “NONE.” This option is set to “BRIEF” by the new interface.

Line 17 is used to set the resonance model used in the automatic mode of Bayes Analyze. Table 8.2 is a list of all the model names currently in use in the Bayesian Analysis package. There are two resonance models in this table, these are the Correlated Phase model, “(CP)” and the Uncorrelated Phase model, “(UP)”.

Lines 18 through 20 are the first, last, and number of Fids respectively. Bayes Analyze will begin processing the data starting with the first Fid. It processes number of Fids at a time looking for common resonances. After processing a given block of free induction decays, the program
Table 8.2: The Bayes Analyze package currently supports the 6 models listed here. The first column is the model name. The second column is a longer description of the model. Finally, the third column indicates whether the model is a resonance model or not.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Resonance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real Constant</td>
<td>A constant in the real channel</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imaginary Constant</td>
<td>A constant in the imaginary channel</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Offset In Both</td>
<td>The same constant in both channels</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Point Problem</td>
<td>Model the data as if the first point were in error</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CP)</td>
<td>The Correlated Phase model</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(UP)</td>
<td>The Uncorrelated Phase model</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

will increment first Fid by number of Fids and then proceed to process this block of Fids. This process continues until all indicated Fids have been processed. As noted in Section 8.5.4 the number of the first Fid processed in a cycle is appended to all of the output files from Bayes Analyze.

Lines 21 is the total and number of data values to be processed by Bayes Analyze. Note this is the sum of the total real data values plus the number of complex data values, i.e., 2 times the total complex data values.

Lines 22 are the total number of complex data values to be processed by Bayes Analyze. The complex number of data values is redundant in that it is just half the total number of data values.

Line 23 is the starting position of the noise region. This field is not used by Bayes Analyze. This field was placed in the parameter file so that it could be saved when an analysis is saved.

Line 24 is the number of model points (real plus complex) in the output modeled Fid. When the model program, Bayes Model, creates a model of a Fid it creates an arrayed Fid in the model experiment. The first element of this array is a copy of your data, if number of model points is less than “np” only part of your data is copied to the output Fid. If it is greater than “np”, the data are copied and then zero padded. The default is for this value to be equal to “np”.  

Line 25 is the number of the free induction decay to model. If the user does not specify the free induction decay to model it defaults to the free induction decay that was last displayed in the experiment. If no free induction decay has been displayed it defaults to the first free induction decay processed by the user.

Line 26 the prior odds is automatically set to zero by the interface and should not be changed.

Line 27 is the sampling time of the data being processed. This field is the same as the VNMR parameter “at” unless you are using the signal region, then its the sampling time for the data being processed. If you are processing 25% of the free induction decay then this field is 25% of “at” etc.

Line 28 is the spectrometer frequency (the “reffrq” parameter) and is used in the conversion to and from ppm. Internally the Bayes Analyze program uses radian as the frequency units. When
either Bayes Analyze or Bayes Model reads the input parameter file the programs determine what units are being used and makes the appropriate conversions to internal units.

**Line 29** is the reference frequency use by the Bayes Analyze. This parameter has no exact correspondence to any VNMR parameter. If the number on line 29 is called “ref,” then it is computed as:

\[
\text{“ref”} = -([\text{“rfp”} - \text{“rfl”}] + [\text{“sw”}/2.0])
\]  

(8.53)

where “rfp,” “rfl” and “sw” are the reference point, the reference line, and the sweep width respectively. For ppm, “ref” is then divided by the reference frequency “reffrq.”

**Line 30** is the true reference. The meaning of the field is exactly the same as the user reference.

**Line 31** is a count of the total model components in the input model to be analyzed in slave mode. A model component might be a singlet, a multiplet, or a constant.

**Line 32** is the order of the shimming expansion being done on the lineshape. This field is ignored unless the activate shims indicator is “YES”. An example of setting the activate shims indicator is shown on Line 11 in Fig. 8.3. When this indicator is set, the expansion order must be 3, 5, or 7.

**Line 33** is the maximum number of new resonances that may be incorporated into the model on this run of Bayes Analyze.

**Line 34** is the maximum number of resonances that may be incorporated from one run of the signal detection algorithm. This number is set to 1 by the interface and should not be changed.

**Line 35** is current value of “lb.”

### 8.5.1.2 The Global Parameters

Immediately following the configuration parameters are the global parameters. An example of the global parameter section is shown in Fig. 8.5. The numbers on the left as well as the column indicators on the top have been added for reference purposes. In the example shown there are 10 global parameters, the maximum. When these parameters appear in the parameter file, they must appear in the order shown.

**Line 01** is a count of the number of global parameters.

**Line 03** is the constant phase used by Bayes Analyze.

**Line 04** is the first order phase parameters used for correlated resonances. VNMR allows spectra to have both a constant and a linear frequency dependent phase. These are specified by the left and right phases. These parameters are natural for spectra but are clumsy in the time domain. The Bayesian Analysis package expresses this phase variation as a constant phase with a time delay.

**Lines 05** through 12 concern the expansion of the lineshape in Lorentzian’s. These parameters are not present unless the shimming model is turned on and Bayes Analyze has been run previously. Line 05 is the shim delta: it is the separation frequency between the Lorentzian’s
Figure 8.5: The global parameter immediately follow the header. There are at most 10 global parameters. Here we have exhibited all 10 of these. These parameters include the two phasing parameters, the spacing of the Lorentzian’s in the shimming model (Shim Delta), and the relative amplitudes of the Lorentzian’s in the expansion.

in the shimming model expansion of the lineshape. It is the exact analogue of the \( J \)-coupling constants in multiplets. There are two entries present on line 05: its current value and its initial value. Its initial value is set to “lb”/(expansion order).

Lines 06 through 12 are the relative amplitudes assigned to the Lorentzian’s that make up the lineshape expansion. If the shimming order is set to three, then there are three Lorentzian’s for each peak in the spectrum. The total area under these peaks is required to add up to one, so there are only two independent amplitudes; the third is redundant. By convention we take the redundant amplitude to be the center amplitude. In Fig. 8.5 there are 7 relative amplitudes shown, i.e., a seventh order expansion of the lineshape is being done. Each relative amplitude is labeled “R” plus or minus something. For a seventh order expansion the largest relative amplitude is the center relative amplitude, Line 04. Line 06 is labeled “R Minus 3” and this means the third and smallest relative amplitude whose frequency is given by \( \omega - 3\delta_{\text{shim}} \) where \( \omega \) is the resonance frequency. Similarly, “R Plus 2” means the relative amplitude of the shimming frequency given by \( \omega + 2\delta_{\text{shim}} \).

8.5.1.3 The Model Components

The parameter file consists of the header, the global parameters, and then the individual resonance models. Figure 8.6 is an example containing some constant models as well as a resonance model. In this example there are three model components. Each model component consists of a blank line, a comment line used as a header, here is a description of these lines:

Line 01 is the comment line for the first model.

Line 02 is the description of the model. In this case the model is a real constant model and constant models do not have parameters, so there is nothing else on this line except the model number and the model name.
Figure 8.6: The third section of the parameter file contains the model to be used in the analysis. The first part of this model is the constant models. Here there are two constant models, Line 02, and Line 05. Lines 08 through line 17 is an example of a triplet resonance model. In the actual parameter file all the parameters for a resonance are on a single line, so lines 10 through 17 should be part of line 08 and each field should occupy exactly 15 positions with an additional space separator. However, I broke that line apart so the entire contents of the line would be visible.

Line 03 is a blank line.

Line 04 is the model header.

Line 05 is the description of the imaginary constant model. The two fields are simply the model number and the model name.

Line 06 is a blank line.

Line 07 10, 13 and 16 is the model header for the third model. This header is for a multiplet and when this header was generated it labels the most complicated model used by Bayes Analyze, a multiplets of multiplets. Also note, that lines 10, 13 and 16 should be part of line 07 with each field on the header taking 15 spaces with an additional space separator.

Line 08 11, 14 and 17 are the parameters associated with a multiplet. In the real parameter file lines 08, 11, 14 and 17 are on the same line with each item taking exactly 15 spaces and is space separated from its neighbor. Here we have separated them so that they have not dropped off the right-hand margin.

3 is the model number.

(CP) is the resonance type, in this case the resonance is a Correlated Phase resonance. See Table 8.2 for a list of the valid model type.

triplet is the resonance name, i.e., single, doublet, triplet, etc.

(3,1) is the order of the primary and secondary multiplets. In this case a triplet of singlets.
0 the zero following the multiplets order is the relative phase of the multiplet. The relative phase may have values 0, 90, 180, and 270. The new interface sets this phase to zero. Here zero means that the resonance is in phase with the other resonances.

1.2913619868959 is the frequency of the multiplet in currently selected units, in this case PPM.

1.2900933000000 is the initial value of this frequency prior to optimization.

Line 09 is a blank line.

Line 10 is header for the decay rate constant.

Line 11 is the decay rate constant and its initial value.

Line 12 is a blank line.

Line 13 is header for the primary J-coupling constant.

Line 14 is the primary J-coupling constant.

Line 15 is a blank line.

Line 16 is header for the secondary J-coupling constant.

Line 17 is the secondary J-coupling constant. Note these entries for the secondary coupling constant are not present unless you have a multiplet of multiplets.

8.5.2 The “bayes.output.nnnn” File

The output file is the main output report from the Bayes Analyze program. The output file is name “bayes.output.nnnn” where, as explained in Section 8.5.4, the number nnnn is the number of the first free induction decay who’s analysis is contained in this output file. This file contains the detailed output from each model processed by Bayes Analyze. Because it contains so much detail, it can be rather difficult to follow and should be printed only when this information is needed. When the detail is not needed, the summary report should be used. The summary report is essentially the section out of the output file pertaining to the model with maximum probability. For more information on the summary report and the difference between these two reports see Sections 8.5.6 and 8.5.7.

When Bayes Analyze runs in its automatic mode many different models may be analyzed. At the end of the analysis on each model, the optimized values of the model parameters are written to the output report. In this section we describe this report in detail. The output reports starts with a listing of the configuration parameters associated with the analysis. An example of these configuration parameters is given in Fig. 8.3 and an explanation of these configuration parameters is given in Section 8.5.1.1. There are two small differences between what is shown in Fig. 8.3 and what is printed in the output report. These difference consist of a header a the beginning of the report. This header merely indicates that the initial configuration parameters follow. The other difference is at the end of the configuration parameters. The output file contains a list of the resonances processed in the slave mode. Figure 8.7 is a small sample of what this listing might look like. There are two multiplets, one triplet and one quartet in the initial model. The notation used to indicate
Figure 8.7: Here is an example of an initial model in the output file. This example shows two resonances, one triplet of singlets, the (3,1), and one quartet. The parameters, other than the amplitudes, follow. Here there are nontrivial values of the frequencies, the decay rate constants and the primary J coupling constant.

Base 10 Log Evidence for The First Frequency is: 49.6

Figure 8.8: After the signal detection algorithm runs, the base 10 logarithm of the odds in favor of a resonance are printed to the output file. Here the odds are $10^{49.6}$:1 in favor of a sinusoidal signal component.

The signal detection output consists of only single line preceding the dashed line, see Fig. 8.8 for a example of this output. As the message indicates, this is a base 10 logarithm. In this particular case the evidence indicates that it is a bet of approximately $10^{49.6}$:1 that a resonance is present.

After the signal detection calculation is performed, and assuming a resonance was detected, Bayes Analyze builds a model having one new resonance and then optimize the parameters associated with this model. The resonance added corresponds to the frequencies having maximum signal detection probability. The optimization step locates the maximum of the joint posterior probability for the parameters. The second section of the output report contains the values of the parameters for which the joint posterior probability is maximum. An example of this output is shown in Fig. 8.9. Figure 8.9 consists of the global parameters, here the two phase parameters, and this is followed by the model parameters. In the parameter file this model information was on one very long line. In the output report each model component is on several lines and each component has one or more amplitudes associated with it. The individual model components all start with a header. This header begins “#Name” and is always present. There are five headers shown in Fig. 8.9, so there are five model components. Each model component consists of a model name, the estimated resonance parameters, and the estimated amplitudes. Both constants and resonances have amplitudes; however, only resonances have frequencies, decay rate constants and J-coupling constants. The model name, multiplet order, relative phase, and other parameters are the same as those described in Section 8.5.1 and we will not repeat that here. The resonance frequency is printed on the same line with the model name and is followed by up to three additional lines containing the decay rate, the primary J-coupling constant, and the secondary J-coupling constant. Each of these
Base 10 Log Evidence for The Next Frequency is: 49.6

Number of Models In This Step 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Center Phase Uncertainty</th>
<th>Time Delay Uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-5.7941E+01</td>
<td>8.322E-03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# Name
1 Real Constant
Fid Amplitude Uncertainty
1 5.106E+01 4.41E+01

# Name
2 Imaginary Constant
Fid Amplitude Uncertainty
1 1.16E+01 4.41E+01

# Name
3 (CP) Singlet (1,1) 0
Freq 1.16733E-01 3.54E-04
Decay 1.007E+00 3.25E-01
Fid Amplitude Uncertainty
1 7.997E+02 6.58E+01

# Name
4 (CP) Triplet (3,1) 0
Freq 1.2913983E+00 6.07E-05
Decay 8.577E-01 3.73E-02
Jp 6.9822E+00 2.31E-02
Fid Amplitude Uncertainty
1 9.381E+03 9.97E+01

# Name
5 (CP) Quartet (4,1) 0
Freq 4.8648472E+00 8.50E-05
Decay 8.879E-01 5.96E-02
Jp 6.9795E+00 3.26E-02
Fid Amplitude Uncertainty
1 6.345E+03 1.10E+02

Base 10 Log Of The Probability of 4 Resonances =-3.1779725E+03

Probability For The Model

----- Model ---- Probability ---- Prob/I --- Prob/F --------- Ended --------
1 Resonances 3.149126-312 431.0 431.1 Fri May 10 10:41:53 1996
2 Resonances 3.274689E-50 626.3 707.6 Fri May 10 10:41:54 1996
3 Resonances 1.0000000E+00 764.3 768.3 Fri May 10 10:41:55 1996

Bayesian Analysis Ended Fri May 10 10:42:11 1996
And Took: 15 Sec. (0.25 Min.)

Figure 8.9: Here is a small sample of the output report. The top of the reports indicates the number of models and outputs the global parameters used in the analysis. The numbered entries are the individual models and the parameters estimates for those models. Finally the button shows the base 10 logarithm of the posterior probability for the models and how much the probability increased during the search.
Figure 8.10: The output is slightly different for uncorrelated resonance. In uncorrelated resonance models, there is a phase parameter for each resonance which, for computational reasons, is written as two amplitudes. If the sine amplitude is represented by $S$ and the cosine amplitude by $C$, then the amplitude of the sinusoid $A$ is related to $S$ and $C$ by $A = \sqrt{C^2 + S^2}$.

parameters has an associated uncertainty printed with it.

Following the model component name and the resonance parameter, if present, are the amplitudes associated with each free induction decays processed. If there were 10 free induction decays, there will be 10 amplitudes. The number of the free induction decay that the amplitude is associated with appears on each line. In addition to printing the amplitudes, the uncertainty in the estimated amplitude is also printed. These uncertainties are different for each Fid. The amplitudes shown in Fig.8.9 are all for correlated phase models components so there is only a single amplitude. However, uncorrelated phase models have two amplitudes associated with them: a cosine amplitude and a sine amplitude. Under these conditions the output amplitudes have two entries, see Fig. 8.10. If you compare the frequency, decay rate constant and $J$-coupling constants you will find them to be essentially identical. The amplitude has been replaced by the corresponding cosine and sine amplitudes along with an estimate of how uncertain one is of the true value. In the summary reports these two amplitudes are reported as an amplitude and a phase. For more on the summary reports see Sections 8.5.6 and 8.5.7.

After the output associated with the parameter estimates comes the output from the model selection calculation. This output is in two forms, one is a logarithm of the posterior probability for the model. In Fig. 8.9 this is given by the following line:

Base 10 Log Of The Probability of 4 Resonances = -3.17799725E+03

This is a logarithm of an unnormalized probability distribution; consequently, only differences between this number and the logarithm of the probability for some other model are meaningful. Roughly speaking a difference of one means that the new model is fitting one additional data value. Because the number of data can be large it is not unusual to see large difference in the probability for the models.

The second form of this output is the normalized probability for the model. This cumulative probability distribution consists of one entry for every model tested. Here are these lines reproduced from Fig. 8.9:

<p>| Probability For The Model |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>Prob/I</th>
<th>Prob/F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Resonances</td>
<td>3.149126-312</td>
<td>431.0</td>
<td>431.1 Fri May 10 10:41:53 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Resonances</td>
<td>3.274689E-50</td>
<td>626.3</td>
<td>707.6 Fri May 10 10:41:54 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Resonances</td>
<td>1.000000E+00</td>
<td>764.3</td>
<td>768.3 Fri May 10 10:41:55 1996</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

They indicate several things about the models that were processed. First, three models were tested on this run of Bayes Analyze. If Bayes Analyze is run multiple times, all of the models tested
are written into the probabilities file and a blank line separates the output from successive runs. Each model written into the output file gets a short description. This description is under the labeled, “Model,” in fig. 8.9. The description is usually just the number of resonance components in the model. The model description is followed by the normalized posterior probability for the model. These are labeled “Probability.” When this probability distribution is normalized, one is essentially using probability theory to answer the following question: Given the one, two, and three exponentially decaying resonances models which of these three models best accounts for the data. In order to normalized the probability distribution, we had to tell probability theory to pick the best model from this set and only from this set. This is not equivalent to saying that the three exponential model is the best, only that it is the best of the three tested. Indeed the statement that some model is the “best” is indeterminate until the alternatives against which it is being tested are given.

In this example, the one resonance model has a probability that is essentially zero, the two resonance model has a probability 272 orders of magnitude higher; but, it is still 50 orders of magnitude lower than the probability for the three resonance model. These numbers are computed using a Student-\textit{t} distribution. The logarithm of the Student-\textit{t} distributions is multiplied by essentially the number of data values. A change of one order of magnitude in these probabilities means, at least very approximately, that the model has fit one more data value – so a change of 272 means that the two resonance model fits roughly 272 more data points than the one resonance model, etc. This rule – one point equal one order of magnitude – is only approximate and should be used only as a guide in ones thinking. Usually the changes from one model to the next are so large that little thought need go into which to accept. However, sometimes these probabilities can be very close, and when that happens one must carefully evaluate the different models to determine which is appropriate.

After the probabilities comes the initial (\textit{Prob/I}) and the final (\textit{Prob/F}) base 10 logarithm of the joint posterior probability for the parameters in the model. The joint posterior probability for the parameters is the probability density function used in optimizing the model parameters. The initial and final probabilities listed here are the initial and final probabilities from that optimization.

Finally, the last entry is the date and time the processing occurred. When Bayes Analyze begins a step it gets the date and time from the system clock. The numbers displayed are those times. Their primary function is to supply the user with one more indication of which model one is dealing with. When the user tests many different models it is possible for this set of probabilities to become fairly long. These dates and times along with the initial and final search probabilities can help determine which models one is dealing with.

The list of probabilities printed in this section are taken from the probabilities files. Bayes Analyze will never delete the probabilities files. If they are present, it will simply append the results of any new calculations to the end of these files. We maintain this information across multiple runs precisely so that one may test different models. To reset this list of probabilities one must clear the experiment, load new data, or manually delete the probabilities files.

After Bayes Analyze completes a run, it will compute the total computer time used and print this number at the end of the output file. This number is purely informational.

### 8.5.3 The “bayes.probabilities.nnnn” File

The probabilities file is perhaps one of the simplest and most important files in the Bayesian Analysis package. These files are named “bayes.probabilities.nnnn” where the number of the first Fid analyzed in this file. An example of the probabilities file is shown in Fig. 8.11. This file is particularly simple
The Bayes Analyze package accumulates across multiple runs of Bayes Analyze. Indeed, the only way to get rid of this file is either clear the experiment, load a new Fid, or issue a Unix “rm” on this file. The probabilities file contains the probability for the various models that were tested by Bayes Analyze. The first line in this figure, the header, is here only to label the columns; it is not normally present in this file. The file consists of an indication of the type of model tested, the base 10 logarithm of the probability for that model, the initial and final search probabilities and the date and time the model was tested. For more on this example see the text.
in its format. It consists of a description of the model, i.e., “A Constant,” “1 Resonance,” etc., the base 10 logarithm of the probability for the model, the beginning and ending search probability (if applicable), and the date and time the model was analyzed.

To compare several different models using probability theory, one computes the probability for each model. The model with highest probability is the best. When Bayes Analyze computes the probability for a model, that probability is appended to the probabilities file. Because information is appended to this file it accumulates across multiple runs of Bayes Analyze and so it may be used to compare many different models to see which model is best. To illustrate how one can use this file to do model selection see Fig. 8.11. This figure is an example of the probabilities file for four different runs of Bayes Analyze. Note that Bayes Analyze has separated these four different runs with a blank. In this figure, we have changed the normalization so that the logarithm of the probability for the one resonance model is zero. The probabilities for the models are stored as unnormalized logarithm, so any constant may be added or subtracted from every value in the file without changing the normalized probabilities.

The probabilities file illustrated in Fig 8.11 are from an analysis of a H1 Fid of ethyl ether. Part of the spectrum of the Fid is shown in Fig 8.1. Bayes Analyze was run on this data four different times using different initial models to see which model was the best description of this data. In the first of the four runs Bayes Analyze was allowed to find correlated resonances in its automatic mode. The maximum resonances was set to 20 resonances, many more than the 9 present. In that run the program found 9 resonances, three associated with the triplet, four with the quartet, and the two nuisance resonances. When Bayes Analyze tried to add a tenth resonance the probability for the model went down thus indicating that this last candidate resonance was probably noise. This run is represented in Fig. 8.11 by the first 10 lines. Notice that the probability for the model starts at zero and then rises steadily until it reaches a maximum of 576.265 and then it decreases slightly.

The first test indicated that a 9 resonance model was the best. However, we know that there is a triplet and a quartet in this data. In the next test, we marked the triplet, and let Bayes Analyze add resonances until the probability for the model decreased. Bayes Analyze added resonances until it reaches an 8 resonance model and then the logarithm of the model probability decreases; so Bayes Analyze has indicated that a 7 resonance model (1 triplet and 6 singlets) is the best model tested so far. The logarithm of the probability for 9 singlets was 576.265; while the logarithm of the probability for the 6 singlet plus one triplet is 584.155, an increase of 7.89 orders of magnitude. So probability theory prefers this model to the 9 singlet model, as it should.

In the third test, we marked the triplet and quartet and then allowed Bayes Analyze to add resonances in its automatic mode. Bayes Analyze tested three additional resonances and on the third resonance the logarithm of the probability for the model decreased. So the model preferred in this test was a triplet, a quartet and two singlets for a total of 9 peaks. The base 10 logarithm of the probability for this model is 596.811. This should be compared to the best model in the previous two test: 584.15 and 576.265. Note that this model is 12.656 orders of magnitude more probable than the best previous model.

Just for illustrative purposes we ran one additional test. We turned on third order shimming and allowed Bayes Analyze to run using the triplet and quartet model as a starting point. In this case Bayes Analyze added three resonances and on the third singlet the probability decreased. But the probability for this shimming model has decreased from 596.811 to 592.327, a decrease of 4.484 orders of magnitude – so the shimming model does not help. The shimming model did nothing to improve the fit and the prior probability for this model has decreased enough to rule this model out.

The bayes.probabilities.nnnn files may be safely deleted anytime, even while Bayes Analyze is
running. If a probabilities file is not found, Bayes Analyze creates it when it begins analyzing a new model. There are three ways to reset the probabilities file. Here “reset” means removing the content of the file. Resetting the file may be desirable when you which to compare a given set of models. First, loading a new free induction decay will clear all of the files out of the current WorkDir. Second, hitting the “Reset” button on the Bayes Analyze interface will remove all of the current Bayes Analyze output files from the current WorkDir, including the probabilities file. Finally, you can manually delete the file by navigating to Bayes/WorkDir/BayesAnalyzesFiles and deleting the bayes.probabilities.nnnn files.

8.5.4 The “bayes.log.nnnn” File

A record of what the search algorithm is doing is written to the bayes.log.nnnn file in the format shown in Fig. 8.12. Each search, with the possible exception of the first one, begins with a line containing the logarithm of the evidence in favor of another resonance and ends with a line containing the logarithm of the posterior probability for the current model. Both these log probabilities are illustrated in Fig. 8.12, the evidence in favor of a resonance the first line in Fig. 8.12 and the logarithm of the posterior probability for the model is the line beginning “Bayes 10 Log Of The Probability of”. We indicated that the first search may not contain the the logarithm of the evidence in favor of another resonance, that’s because the first search may be done on a user defined model and in this case the evidence calculation is not performed.

If the evidence in favor of another resonance is greater than zero, i.e., odds greater than 1:1, Bayes Analyze will create a model containing the frequency with the highest evidence and perform a search for the peak value of the joint posterior for the parameters in this model. As Bayes Analyze is searching, it write out a set of lines showing the current status of the search. In Fig. 8.12 these search status lines are essentially the center of the figure. The Levenberg-Marquardt search algorithm has several parameters associated with it, these are: the logarithm of the joint probability for the parameters, a relaxation parameter and a Levenberg-Marquardt parameter. These parameters are identified by the headings: “Log Prob”, “Relax”, and ‘L” shown in Fig. 8.12. The single character in front of the relaxation parameter indicates whether the search step is the Initial step, a step in which the posterior probability increased and the step was Accepted, or whether or not the posterior probability decreased and the step was therefore Rejected. Finally, Z, indicate the covariance matrix is being computed.

The remaining three fields in Fig. 8.12, under the “Parameter” label, are the parameters that appear in the model. There is no particular order to these parameters except to note that resonances are listed in increasing resonance order. However, the resonances are ordered before a search begins – not while it going on, so it is possible for the resonance frequencies to become disordered while the search is in progress. Each parameter is listed to four decimal places, although, the number of decimal places varies depending on the size of the parameter. The parameter is followed by a short description in parentheses – See Table 8.3 for a list of these descriptions and their meaning. This short description is only used in the log file.

After Bayes Analyze locates the maximum of the joint posterior probability for the parameters, the approximate covariances matrix is computed with the Levenberg-Marquardt parameter set to zero. This covariance matrix is used to compute a Gaussian approximation of the joint posterior probability for the parameters. Finally, by integrating this joint posterior probability for the parameters, one is able to compute an approximation to the posterior probability for the model. The base 10 logarithm of the posterior probability for the model is printed at the end of each search. Here is
THE BAYES ANALYZE LOG FILE

Base 10 Log Evidence for The Next Resonance is: 0.3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Log Prob</th>
<th>Relax</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>776.5 I</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.1167(f)</td>
<td>0.9950(d)</td>
<td>-57.9401(Ph)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.2914(f)</td>
<td>0.8575(d)</td>
<td>6.9822(Jp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0083(T0)</td>
<td>4.8648(f)</td>
<td>0.8882(d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.9795(Jp)</td>
<td>5.6478(f)</td>
<td>3.2275(d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.4656(f)</td>
<td>1.0876(d)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

777.1 A 1.000 0.000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Log Prob</th>
<th>Relax</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1167(f)</td>
<td>0.9822(d)</td>
<td>-57.8677(Ph)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2914(f)</td>
<td>0.8571(d)</td>
<td>6.9821(Jp)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0088(T0)</td>
<td>4.8648(f)</td>
<td>0.8869(d)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.9794(Jp)</td>
<td>5.6477(f)</td>
<td>3.2289(d)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.4648(f)</td>
<td>2.5345(d)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

777.3 Z 1.000 0.000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Log Prob</th>
<th>Relax</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1167(f)</td>
<td>0.9806(d)</td>
<td>-57.8711(Ph)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2914(f)</td>
<td>0.8569(d)</td>
<td>6.9821(Jp)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0090(T0)</td>
<td>4.8648(f)</td>
<td>0.8868(d)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.9795(Jp)</td>
<td>5.6477(f)</td>
<td>3.2284(d)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.4645(f)</td>
<td>3.5147(d)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Base 10 Log Of The Probability of 5 Resonances = -3.17473576E+03

Probability For The Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>----- Model -----</th>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>----- Prob/I -----</th>
<th>----- Prob/F -----</th>
<th>Ended -------</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 Resonances</td>
<td>5.610831-313</td>
<td>123.8</td>
<td>Wed May 1 13:14:25 1996</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Resonances</td>
<td>5.051696E-51</td>
<td>624.3</td>
<td>Wed May 1 13:14:25 1996</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Resonances</td>
<td>6.026667E-01</td>
<td>763.7</td>
<td>Wed May 1 13:14:26 1996</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Resonances</td>
<td>2.940744E-01</td>
<td>775.7</td>
<td>Wed May 1 13:14:28 1996</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bayesian Analysis Ended Fri May 3 14:23:44 1996
And Took: 1 Sec. (0.02 Min.)

Figure 8.12: The “bayes.log.mnn” file is a history of what Bayes Analyze did during an analysis. This file generally starts with the base 10 logarithm of the odds ratio for another resonance in the data. Bayes Analyzes uses the frequency associated with that logarithm of the evidence to postulate a new model. It optimizes that model. Each step shown here is a single step in the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. The Bayes Analyze program and accepts or rejects the model depending on this posterior probability.

an example of this line:

Base 10 Log Of The Probability of 5 Resonances = -3.17473576E+03

Because it is the logarithm of the posterior probability for the model that is printed, it is only differences between between the logarithm of the model probabilities that are meaningful. For example if the previous model probability was -128 and the current model has probability of -100, then this new model is 10^{28} times more probably than the previous model.

After printing out the base 10 logarithm of the probability for the model, the output files are updated and the calculations, starting with the signal detection calculation, are repeated. The log file contains a record of what occurs as Bayes Analyze optimizes and test each model. These calculations continue until one of three things happen: the logarithm of the posterior probability for the model decreases, the signal detection routine failed to find a candidate resonance, or the
maximum number of new resonances has been reached. After completing the calculation on a given model, Bayes Analyze prints the normalized posterior probability for the models to the log file. This part of the printout is shown at the bottom of Fig. 8.12 and begins with header reading “Probability For The Model” This list of model probabilities is cumulative and accumulates across multiple runs of the Bayes Analyze program. Different runs are separated by a blank line.

In Fig. 8.12 the lines that make up the normalized probability for the model,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probability For The Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Resonances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Resonances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Resonances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Resonances</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

consists of a description of the model, the normalized probability for the model, the logarithm of the joint posterior probability for the parameters at the beginning of the search, under the heading “Prob/I,” followed by the logarithm of the joint posterior probability for the parameters at the completion of the search under the heading “Prob/F” and finally the time this particular model was run. If constant models are present they are shown at the top of the entries for a given run of Bayes Analyze.

After this table of model probabilities is printed, Bayes Analyze determines the amount of computer time it took to run this job and prints this information along with the data and time the job started and ended. After printing this last entry, Bayes Analyze terminates.
Bayesian Analysis started: Tue May 14 13:11:01 1996
Current Fids: 15 Through 25
Status: Analysis completed

Figure 8.13: The “bayes.status.nnnn” file indicates the current status of a run. This file is also written using the name Bayes.accepted and is displayed when the “Get Job” button is pressed if the job has not completed.

8.5.5 The “bayes.status.nnnn” and “bayes.accepted.nnnn” Files

The status file is a three or four line file that is written by Bayes Analyze and Bayes Model. The accepted file is just the current version of the status file. Both Bayes Model and Bayes Analyze will write and or update the status and the accepted files. Bayes Model places the number of the last Fid modeled in the status and accepted files, while Bayes Analyze continuously updates both the status and accepted files with the current status of the Bayes Analyze run. An example of this file is shown in Fig. 8.13. The first line of the file is the time the analysis started. The second is the last time this file was updated. Optionally the free induction decays being processed is given on the third line. This line is present when multiple Fids are being processed in blocks. The last line indicates what action happen at the time of the last update. In the example shown, this line indicates that the run had completed. The status file is also used to communicate setup problems, and program errors. A complete listing of all of the messages that may be written to the status file is given in subsection 8.6. In this section, informational messages are numbered 1-8; setup messages are numbered 9-29; and errors messages are numbered 30-49. The informational messages are written into the status file for no other purpose than to allow you to determine the current status of a run. The status display contains the status file as part of that display. The informational messages might be as simple as indicating that the input data is being read (message number 1) or they might indicate that the analysis is completed as message 7 indicates. Message numbers 9-29 are setup errors. These indicate that the Bayes Analyze detected a problem in the setup. They include such things as: not finding the input free induction decay (message 15), exceeding to the capabilities of the programs (message 27), and a number of others. All of these messages require one to correct one or more problems in the parameter file. The remaining messages, messages 30-49, are program errors in one form or another. These message consists of the name of the routine in which the error occurred and a message that indicates you should contact me. In almost all of these cases these message could not occur without something being seriously wrong with the program. Indeed most of these messages can occur only while the program is being tested. However, there are two messages, message number 37 and 38, that are not terribly serious, and when they occur are probably related to how the analysis was setup.

Message 37 occurs when a matrix inversion routine detects a singular matrix. But singular matrices can only occur when one or more of the model functions are nearly identical and even then this is rare because the prior probabilities used in the calculations are suppose to prevent this. You should check to make sure that the analysis is makes physical sense. For example, did you mark a peak and then Bayes Analyze tried to put a second peak at nearly the same location. This type of problem can occur whenever you mark a peak too far from the “true” location of the resonance. It can also occur when you mark a peak thinking it is a single line and it is really multiple lines.
Figure 8.14: The bayes.model.mnnn file is a modified version of the bayes.params file. In the bayes.model.mnnn file each model is followed by the amplitudes, one amplitude for each data set.

The solution to this type of problem is to remove the marked peaks and allow Bayes Analyze to put the peak in by itself. There are other reasons that this problem can occur, such as when all of the constant models are used and Bayes Analyze attempts to model a baseline artifact. Baseline artifacts are modeled with very rapid decaying sinusoids, and so are very nearly the same as the first point models – so they can be come redundant. This can cause the matrix inversion to fail. The pattern should be clear: this problem occurs when several model components are nearly identical. The solution is to remove the redundant models and rerun the analysis. If the problem persists and you can make no progress on solving the problem, contact me. The other error, message number 38, is essentially the same as the previous one. In this case the matrix inversion routine failed but did not detect the failure. One or more of the model functions are redundant and that redundancy is causing either convergence or roundoff problems in the matrix inversion routine. The solution is again to remove the redundant vectors and try the analysis again. The remaining errors in Subsection 8.6 are true program errors and should never occur. Indeed if they do occur, you should save the WorkDir in which the problem occurred (making sure you get the Fid and not a pointer to it) and then contact me.

8.5.5.1 The “bayes.model.mnnn” File

The model file is a modified version of the parameter file. In addition to all of the information contained in the parameter file, the model file also contains the estimated amplitudes of each model component. An example of the amplitude information is shown in Fig. 8.14. The resonance shown is the same triplet shown in Fig. 8.6. The amplitude section has a comment header, followed by the estimated amplitude of the resonance. This line is repeated for each free induction decay processed. Note that this is the output for a correlated phase model. Some models, uncorrelated phase resonances, have multiple amplitudes per resonance. Fig. 8.15 is an example of the output amplitude for an uncorrelated resonance. The uncorrelated resonance has both a cosine and a sine amplitude. Together these specify the amplitude and phase of the resonance.
Figure 8.15: Uncorrelated resonance models have two amplitudes, effective an amplitude and a phase. Otherwise the format of the an uncorrelated resonances is exactly the same as for a correlated resonance model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fid</th>
<th>Cos Amplitude</th>
<th>Sine Amplitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4848.0043462323</td>
<td>-8028.116298822</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary1: /home/akgrp/glb/vnmrsys/exp3/bayes.output.0001
Date/time: Fri May 10 10:42:13 1996
Directory: /home/akgrp/glb/vnmrsys/exp3
File: "~/home/akgrp/glb/data/p13.fid"
Text File: This is test data

Figure 8.16: The summary report header contains a few items particular the the analysis that you are running. In particular it contains the name of the output file being summarized, the data and time, the analysis directory and the text file from the Fid. For more on this report, see the text.

### 8.5.6 The “bayes.summary1.nnnn” File

The “bayes.summary1.nnnn” file is produced when the Best button is activated. This button calls a program name Bayes Summary1. In the process of analyzing a Fid, Bayes Analyze develops a hierarchy of models. These models usually begin with one resonance, followed by two, etc., until either the signal detection algorithm fails to find evidence for an additional signal or the probability for the model goes down. The output file written by Bayes Analyze contains all of this information and can get fairly long. The purpose of the summary report is to take the information in the output files and to print out only that part of it that is most important to the analysis. In particular it extracts that part of the output file that corresponds to the model having maximum probability. In this section we describe the output from Bayes Summary1 and point out where the information has been reformatted.

First, the preceding discussion indicates that the summary report is built out of the output file; this is not totally correct. The summary report is built out of pieces of the output, model, probabilities, text, and procpar files. When Bayes Summary1 is run the first thing the program does is to determine how many output files there are in the experiment. Each of these output files are summarized one at time – so if there are 10 output files, 10 different summary reports are written.

Much of the summary report is identical to other outputs and we will not repeat those descriptions here. We will simply reference you to the correct descriptions. The summary output starts with a header that is unique to the summary report. The header is shown in Fig. 8.16. This header is made up of the name of the output file that was summarized, the date the summary was done, the directory in which the output files were located, the name of the Fid that was processed, and last the contents of the text file. In building this header Bayes Summary1 had to process both the text file and the procpar file. However, this program also gathers information from the model file, the output file, and the probabilities file. These files are used in building the main body of the report. This header is followed by the configuration parameters and these have already been explained – see Section 8.5.1 for a description of these parameters.

The remaining part of the summary report is essentially identical to the output report and we will not repeat it here. There is one difference that is worth noting, in the summary report uncorrelated
Figure 8.17: The output from the Summary2 program is condensed listing of the frequencies, decay rate constants, amplitudes, and the uncertainties in these parameters.

8.5.7 The “bayes.summary2.nnnn” File

The “bayes.summary2.nnnn” file is produced when the **Freq** button is activated the Bayes Analyze interface. This button calls a program name Bayes Summary2. Like the first summary report, this report is only on the section of the output file most important to the user. Because of its extremely compressed format this report can only be run on non-arrayed free induction decays. The report is essentially a column listing of the estimated frequencies, decay rate constants, the amplitudes and the uncertainties in these parameters. The report can be run on either correlated or uncorrelated phase models but when it is run on uncorrelated phase models the sine and cosine amplitudes are reported as the square root of the sum of the squares of these amplitudes. This quantity is the amplitude of the resonance.

An example of this report is shown in Fig. 8.17. Note that the first few lines of this report are essentially the same as in the Summary1 report. The main difference is in the detailed output. In this report the detailed output is essentially a column listing of the most probable model in the output report. In this column listing the frequency, decay rate constant, amplitude, and the estimated uncertainty in our knowledge of these parameters are given. Additionally, the type of resonance and the resonance name are given. When the resonance is a multiplet the coupling constants are given at the end of the report. When no multiplets are present this section of the report does not appear. When uncorrelated resonances models are encountered the sine and cosine amplitudes are reported in the form of a total amplitude for the resonances. The phase of these resonances are not reported. If this information is needed it is reported in the Summary1 report. Last, the resonances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Jp</th>
<th>Err</th>
<th>Sp</th>
<th>Err</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hertz</td>
<td>Hertz</td>
<td>Hertz</td>
<td>Hertz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.978000</td>
<td>0.008100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.972500</td>
<td>0.009600</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bayesian Analysis Ended Thu Dec 1 15:35:19 1994
And Took: 0 Sec. (0.00 Min.)
--- Regions ---------

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>2.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>3.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>3.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>3.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>3.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>4.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>5.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fid: 1 of 1 Total Intensity In The Region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Err</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Err</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Err</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Err</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.3930E+03</td>
<td>2.55E+02</td>
<td>3.9720E+03</td>
<td>3.00E+02</td>
<td>3.8620E+03</td>
<td>3.37E+02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.8270E+03</td>
<td>2.98E+02</td>
<td>5.5800E+03</td>
<td>3.67E+02</td>
<td>4.2380E+03</td>
<td>3.52E+02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.8470E+03</td>
<td>3.38E+02</td>
<td>5.9030E+03</td>
<td>3.39E+02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fid: 1 of 1 Percent of the Intensity In The Region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.79</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>10.28</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>17.73</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>15.28</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8.18: The Regions/Summary3 Report is output by the Bayes Analyze package whenever regions are defined. Briefly, this report is the total resonance intensity in each of the defined regions.

are reported in the units that were in use at the time the analysis was run.

8.5.8 The “bayes.summary3.nnnn” File

The summary3 file and report are generated whenever a regions file is present in the current Working Directory. The regions/summary3 report takes as its input a “bayes.regions” input file. This file is produced automatically whenever the regions button is activated. It contains a series of lines, each line containing a region of the spectrum to be summarized. These regions are written into the file as low-high frequency pairs. As a user you set them by displaying the spectrum, and activating the “Options/set regions” button.

The regions/summary3 report contains the standard header, the regions information, followed by the probabilities information. Figure 8.18 shows a copy of the regions report. First, the actual regions are shown. For this report, these regions were specified by “Options/Set Regions” and when they are defined the regions report is automatically run when Bayes Analyze is run. Each region contains the total intensity in that region. This information is displayed in two forms, as a percent of intensity and as the total intensity. Additionally, each of these regions contain an estimate of the uncertainty in the intensity estimates.
8.6 Bayes Analyze Error Messages

This appendix contains a complete listing of all of the messages that Bayes Analyze and Bayes Model write to the status file. In the following list we have numbered the messages, the message is in bold, and this is followed by an explanation of the message. These messages are divided into three general categories: informational, setup errors, and program errors. The categories are not organized in any particular order. There are some additional comments about each category at the end of each category.

When Bayes Analyze is running in either its automatic or slave mode the status file is updated with an information message whenever the program changes from one general function to another. The informational messages follow:

1. Reading input data – The input free induction decays are being read by Bayes Analyze.

2. Completed Baseline Artifact Model – The baseline model has been processed. Bayes Analyze will attempt to model a baseline artifact whenever the baseline routines are activated in the parameter file. These routines can only be activated manually at present.

3. Probability For A Constant Completed – Computing the probability for the constant model is now completed.

4. Performing \( n \) Resonance Search – Bayes Analyze is optimizing the parameters for an \( n \) resonance model where \( n \) is the number of resonances components in the model.

5. Completing \( n \) Resonance Model – The maximum of the joint posterior probability for the \( n \) resonance model has been located and Bayes Analyze is now writing the output files and computing the probability for the model.

6. Completed \( n \) Resonance – Bayes Analyze has finished the \( n \) resonance model but has not yet started the \( n + 1 \) model.

7. Analysis completed – Bayes Analyze has completed running in both the slave and automatic mode. You may now print, model, or modify the analysis in anyway deemed appropriate.

8. Fid Number \( n \) Modeled – The analysis has been completed.

The proceeding messages are informational and do not indicate any problem. They are written to the “bayes.status.nnnn” file to indicate the current status of the analysis. However, the following messages indicate some type of a problem. If you receive one of these messages you must take action to correct the problem.

9. Configuration error - Did not recognize (text) – There is an error in the configuration parameters in the parameter file. The word “(text)” is replaced by the text that was not recognized.

10. Memory Allocation Failed – Rerun Later – Both Bayes Analyze and Bayes Model dynamically allocates virtual memory for the data and for the models. If there is not enough memory available you will receive this message. If you have sufficient virtual memory, you can try again later. If you do not have enough virtual memory to run the program you can increase the swap space and then rerun the analysis. Alternately, you can try analyzing fewer
free induction decays. Along the same line, you can try reducing the amount of data analyzed by setting a signal region. Reducing either of these reduces the amount of virtual memory requested.

11. **Fid File Not Found – Correct Model File** – The input Fid file was not found. Bayes Model is looking for the Fid specified in the model file. Either that Fid has been deleted, the model file is wrong, or Bayes Model is being run on a machine that does not have access to the Fid.

12. **Initial Model In Error - Fix** – When Bayes Analyze read the input parameter file it detected a problem in the file. If you created the file manually, you need to correct the problem. Before Bayes Analyze proceeds to process the input model, Bayes Analyze will call the routine that computes the prior probability for all of the parameters. If this model is valid, in the sense that all of the parameters are physically reasonable, the routine that evaluates the prior probability will return a zero status. If the parameters are not physically reasonable, the routine will set a nonzero status and this is what happened. The types of problems that can cause this are: negative decay rate constants, the secondary coupling constant is greater than the primary coupling constant, one of the coupling constants or shimming amplitudes is negative. The number of things that can be wrong here is extensive, but it will be some type of logical problem. Getting an input field in the wrong place could also cause this problem.

13. **The input file is in an old format Vers('nnn')** – The input file either contains an bad file version or this is a file version that is no longer recognized by the Bayesian Analysis package.

14. **ASCII Fid File Error** – Either the input ASCII Fid file was not found, or it contained too few total data values.

15. **The Input Fid File Was Not Found** – The open for the input Fid file failed. The input file name is probably incorrect. This error can occur in either the Bayes Model or Bayes Analyze.

16. **The ASCII Parm File Was Not Found** – Either the file name in the parameters file is in error, or the input ASCII parameter file is not present. Either way Bayes Analyze could not find the file.

17. **The ASCII Parm File Is In Error** – The ASCII input parameter file is in error. Check the file and make the appropriate corrections. See Section 8.5.1 for more on this file.

18. **Input Procpar File Not Found – See log file** – The open failed on the procpar file. Either the name in the parameter or model file is incorrect, or the file has been deleted. The log file contains the name of the file the program was trying to read.

19. **Input Fid File Was Not Found – See log File** – The open failed for the Varian Fid file. Either the name in the parameter or model file is incorrect, or the file has been deleted. The log file contains the name of the file the program was trying to read.

20. **Adding Freq Would Cause Max Freq To Be Exceeded** – The requested analysis has exceeded the capabilities set at the time Bayes Analyze was compiled. You can determine the limits by running the command “bayes analyze limits” This will cause Bayes Analyze to print its hard coded limits.
21. Adding Freq Would Cause MaxRes To Be Exceeded – Same as above.
22. Adding Freq Would Cause Rmax To Be Exceeded – Same as above.
23. Adding Freq Would Cause MGMAX To Be Exceeded – Same as above.
24. Adding Resonance Would Cause RMAX To Be Exceeded – Same as above.
25. No of Fids exceeded max – see log file – The requested number of Fids exceeded the maximum allowed for this version of Bayes Analyze. Either reduce the number of Fids requested or contact Varian for a version of the programs with larger limits. The log file contains the current limits.
26. No of Fids exceeded actual – see log file – The requested number of Fids exceeded the actual number in the array.
27. Total data values exceeded max – see log file – The requested number of data values exceeds the maximum allowed for this version of Bayes Analyze. You can determine the maximum allowed for the parameters by running the Unix command “bayes analyze limits” This will cause Bayes Analyze to print its hard coded limits.
28. Total data values requested exceeded actual – see log file – The number of data values that are suppose to be used is greater than the actual number of data values in the Fid.
29. Requested Fid Is Not In Model File – The input parameter file does not contain the parameters for the Fid you wanted to model.

Except for messages 37 and 38, the following list of errors are true program errors. If you receive one of them it means that Bayes Analyze has been pretty throughly messed up and you should contact Varian immediately. To illustrate what is meant by a “true” program error, consider message number 39. The routine SETMODEL has the function of taking a particular model and generating the time domain model. The model to generate is requested by the calling routine. The SETMODEL routine consists of a series of IF statements that determine the type of model to be processed and then calls the appropriate model dependent code. Message number 39 can only be obtained if these IF statements fail to recognize the model, the only way the model could be unrecognized is if we forgot to modify this routine when a new model was added; so this message represents a very significant problem in Bayes Analyze that should never be seen outside of testing. With the exception of messages 37 and 38 the other messages have similar implications. Here is the list of program errors:

30. CONSTGIJ – Program Error Contact Varian
31. DEVZERO – Program Error Contact Varian
32. OUTMODEL – Program Error Contact Varian
33. PMSG – Program Error Contact Varian
34. PUTMODEL – Program Error Contact Varian
35. SETGIJ – Program Error Contact Varian
36. TRANS – Program Error Contact Varian
37. ALOGP – Possible Program Error Investigate Further
38. ALOGP2 – Possible Program Error Investigate Further
39. SETMODEL – Program Error Contact Varian
40. SCCETRANS – Program Error Contact Varian
41. SCUETRANS – Program Error Contact Varian
42. GETMODEL – Program Error Contact Varian
43. APPEND_TEXT – Program Error Contact Varian
44. READHDR – Program Error Contact Varian
45. WRITEDATA – Program Error Contact Varian
46. WRITEMODEL – Program Error Contact Varian
47. WRITERESID – Program Error Contact Varian
48. COPY_PROCPAR – Program Error Contact Varian
49. LIST_MODEL – Program Error Contact Varian

The two exceptions that we were discussing are messages numbers 37 and 38. These two messages are program errors, but they may be caused by the model. For example if the estimated frequencies become redundant, then the covariance matrix will be singular and these errors are issued. Message number 37 indicates that this matrix is singular. When this matrix becomes singular it is almost always because one or more of the resonances have converged to the same resonance frequency. This behavior may occur under several circumstances: first it is possible that a peak was marked and this peak was so far from the value indicated by probability theory that Bayes Analyze added one or more additional resonances near the same location. These resonances are nearly identical and this can cause the error. The easiest thing to try under these conditions is to remove the offending resonances and allow Bayes Analyze to run in its automatic model. There is one other condition where this problem has been known to occur. NMR lines never decay in a perfectly exponential manner because the magnetic fields are never perfectly uniform. When the signal-to-noise is very very high Bayes Analyze may try to fit so many resonances at nearly the same resonance frequency that the matrix it is trying to invert becomes singular. Unfortunately, in this case, there is very little that can be done. You can try turning on the shimming models and rerunning the analysis, but if the problem re-occurs then you may not be able to analyze this data.

So far we have been discussing error number 37, but error number 38 is almost the same and it is caused by essentially the same conditions. The previous error occurs when the matrix inversion routine detects that the matrix is singular. Here the inversion routine did not detect failure and it returned a zero status. After the inverse is computed, Bayes Analyze computes the projection of the data onto the model. What it found was that the projection of the data onto the model was greater than the projection of the data onto itself. This is simply not possible, and when it happens it means that the matrix inverse failed.
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